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ABSTRACT
A description of the CELCAP cogeneration analysis program is presented.
A detailed description of the methodology used by the Laval Civil Engineering
Laboratory in developing the CELCAP code and the procedures for analyzing
cogeneration systems for a given user are given. The four engines modeled in
CELCAP are: gas turbine with exhaust heat boiler, diesel engine with waste heat
boiler, single automatic-extraction steam turbine, and back-pressure steam turbine.
Both the design point and part-load performances are taken into account in the
engine models. The load model describes how the hourly electric and steam demand
of the user is represented by 24 hourly profiles. The economic model describes
how the annual and life-cycle operating costs that include the costs of fuel,
purchased electricity, and operation and maintenance of engines and boilers are
calculated.
The CELCAP code structure and principal functions of the code are described
to show how the various components of the code are related to each other. Three
examples of the application of the CELCAP code are given to illustrate the versa-
tility of the code. The examples shown represent cases of system selection,
system modification, and system optimization.
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FOREWORD
The work reported in this document is one part of the total effort to
upgrade the Civil Engineering Laboratory Cogeneration Analysis Program (CELCAP)
originally developed by the Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory (NCEL), Port
Hueneme, California. This total effort to upgrade CELCAP consists of three
steps: (1) to provide NCEL with the instructions on how to improve CELCAP and
convert it into a "user-friendly" program, and to document three of the heat
engine models used in CELCAP; (2) to upgrade the CELCAP code according to the
recommendations made in Step 1 and develop a program description document;
i3) to test the upgraded version of CELCAP and to de-relop program user documen-
tation. The work prRsented in this report represents the work performed
under Step 2.
The author thanks Dr. Richard Lee, the NCEL Project Manager, and Dr. Elliot
Framan, the JPL Program Manager, for their support and encouragement during this
study. Several people helped the author during the preparation of the report.
Dr. John Roschke and Toshio Fujita reviewed a draft of the report and offered
many helpful comments and suggestions. Marion Rice diligently typed the whole
report including all the equations and flow charts. Charlotte Marsh edited the
report. The author gratefully acknowledges the support given by all the above
people.
The research described in this report was conducted by the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, and sponsored by the Naval
Civil Engineering Laboratory, Port Hueneme, through an agreement with the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA Task Order RE-152, Amend-
ment 403, dated May 2, 1984, NCEL Order No. N68305-84WR40126, dated March 20,
1984).
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
Cogeneration energy systems can produce electricity and steam more effi-
ciently and cheaply than conventional energy systems for many applications.
This efficiency, combined with the recent increaree in fuel costs, has made many
industrial, commercial, and institutional users consider cogeneration systems
as a viable on-site power plant. In the past, the lack of design and analysis
tools for cogeneration systems limited potential users from exploring the
feasibility of different cogenirutiuu systems. The Naval Civil Engineering
Laboratory (NCEL) realized the need for a tool for analyzing the feasibility of
cogeneration eystemz for the Naval basso and developed a computer code for
cogeneration analysis. This code, called Civil Engineering Laboratory Cogener-
ation Analysis Program (CELCAP), was developed between 1979 and 1981 and has
been successfully used for examining cogeneration options for a number of
military facilities. The program description of the CELCAP code is documented
in this report.
A. BACKGROUND
The cogeneration systems are attractive to many industrial, commercial,
and institutional users for several reasons. Chief among these is that a
cogeneration system produces both electricity and steam simultaneously with a
single energy source, This makes it cheaper to operate than a conventional
system with steam produced in a boiler and electricity generated and/or purchased
separately. Some of the other reasons are: (1) A cogeneration system oci-site
ensures a reliable suppij of electricity and steam compared to buying it from a
utility; (2) the tax and regulatory laws are favorable to cogeneration systems;
(3) the ability of a cogeneration system to tie the on-site power plant to the
utility is advantageous to the utility and the user; and (4) the inability of
the local utility to expand and supply large power demands of a new industry
can be solved by the cogeneration plants.
During the 1970s many Naval bases were interested in installing cogenera-
tion systems. Some others, which already had cogeneration systems on their
bases, were interested in expanding their capacities or modifying their existing
systems. As a result, the NCEL was requested by the Naval Facility Engineering
Command to examine Naval cogeneration energy systems. Some early work was done
by Cooper (Reference 1). He outlined the different cogeneration options and
presented an economic analysis methodology for comparing different cogeneration
options. In 1981, Cooper presented a procedure for analyzing the performance
of combustion turbine/exhaust boiler cogeneration systems (Reference 2). Based
on these two pieces of work, Cooper and Lee (Reference 3) developed a computer
program between 1979 and 1981 that was called CELCAP.
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The CELCAP code was initially used by Cooper and Lee to analyze cogenera-
tion energy systems Or many Naval bases (References 3 through 6). In his
evaluation of cogeneration options for the Naval hospital, Cooper (see Reference 3)
used the CELCAP code to examine six cogeneration systems. These systems were
single or multiple combinations of diesel with exhaust boilers or gas turbine
with exhaust boilers. In his study on cogeneration options for a Naval base
in Florida, Lee (see Reference 4) analyzed four different cogeneration concepts
using the CELCAP code. These concepts consisted of back-pressure steam turbine
combinations, diesel engines with waste heat boiler combinations, gas turbines
with waste heat boilers combinations, and an automatic-extraction steam turbine
combination. In their study on the impact of air-conditioning switch-over on
the base energy system, Lee and Cooper (see Reference S) used the CELCAP code to
analyze the cogeneration energy systems at the Naval base at Pensacola, Florida.
The change in electric and steam demand because of the air-conditioning switch-over
is used in the CELCAP code along with engine information to analyze the cogen-
eration system performance. Lee, using the CELCAP code, examined the cogener-
ation potential at Marine Corps Development and Education Command at Quantico,
Virginia, (References 6 and 7) and at Naval Construction Battalion Center, Port
Hueneme, California (Reference 8).
The CELCAP code is operational and available to engineers for analyzing
cogeneration energy systems. However, it has been used by only a few engineers
to analyze cogeneration systems for some of the Naval bases. Moreover, engi-
neers who are not associated with the Navy have not yet used it. This report is
the program descriptive document of CELCAP. This report and the user's manual
that will be developed later will provide a complete set of documents to
assist engineers in the use of tho CELCAP code. The user's manual to be developed
will be an updated version of an earlier report (Reference 9). One of the
purposes for writing this report is to provide more detailed documentation on
CELCAP so that more engineers will be able to use the code in the future for
their cogeneration application studies.
B. COGENERATION ANALYSIS COMPUTER PROGRAM
The CELCAP code was developed by NCEL to analyze cogeneration energy
systems. While developing the code, NCEL was primarily concerned with the
cogeneration systems that are commonly employed at Naval bases. These cogener-
ation systems are usually built around any one of the three types of prime
movers - steam turbines, gas turbines with waste heat boiler, or diesel engines
with waste heat boilers. The performance moclels of these engines are included
in the code. Also included in the code are the economic models that compute
the annual and life-cycle operating costs in the code. Given the electric and
steam loads that have to be met by the cogeneration system, the CELCAP code
computes the annual and life-cycle operating costs for meeting these loads.
The CELCAP code is organized in such a way that a wide variety of cogener-
ation system arrangements can be analyzed with ease. Information on the cogen-
eration system to be analyzed is provided to the code as an input data set.
The input data contain information on the characteristics of each engine, the
boiler, and the economic parameters for the energy system. Also included in
1-2
the input data are the hourly electric and steam loads that should be supplied
by the cogeneration system. The input data are read by the program first. A
flow diagram of the CELCAP code is shown in Figure 1-19 The first step in the
code is reading of the input data on the number of engines in the system and how
they should be operated. In the next step, the program calculates the limiting
electric and steam generating capacities of the engines in the system. Once
this is done, the performance of the cogeneration system is calculated on an
hourly basis for meeting the electric and steam loads of the user. In the
last step of the code, the annual and life-cycle operating costs of the system
are evaluated using the economic parameters provided in the input data.
There are four types of cogeneration energy system models included in the
CELCAP code. They are based on the following engines: gas turbines, diesel
engines, automatic-extraction steam turbines, anJ back-pressure steam turbines.
The gas turbItne and diesel engine cogeneration aystems have a waste heat recov-
ery boiler that produces steam from the exhaust gases of the engines. This iow-
pressure steam, which is usually below 200 psig, is exported from the power
plant to various steam users. In the case of automatic-extraction and back-
pressure steam turbines, the partially extracted or expanded steam from the
turbine, which is at low pressure, is exported out of the power plant. All
four types of cogeneration systems modeled in the CELCAP code are topping cycle
systems. A cogeneration system consisting of any combination of these four
types (up to a maximum of five engines) can be evaluated by CELCAP. There are
three control modes in which the engines can be operated. These control modes
are: (1) constant operation at maximum allowable capacity, (2) modulation with
the electrical load, and (3) modulation with the steam load.
To evaluate a cogeneration energy system using CELCAP, several types of
information about the system have to be supplied to the code. Broadly speaking,
the input data can be classified into three groups. The first group involves
engine and boiler characteristics. The engine information includes the engine
capacity and its part-load characteristics. The boiler data include the boiler
efficiency and information on temperature, pressures, and enthalpies of the
steam. The second group of data concerns the hourly electrical and steam loads
that should be provided by the cogeneration system. The electric and steam
hourly load profiles for a weekday and a weekend day are provided for each 	 fi3
month of the year. The third group of data concerns the economic parameters
needed to calculate the annual and life-cycle cost of operating the cogeneration
system.	 For this, information on electric utility rate, fuel price, escalation 	 a
rates, and discount rate is provided.
The output from CELCAP can be obtained either in a brief or detailed form.
In the brief form, the out'-put consists of the important input information on
the engines, steam condit$ , ,ons, utility rates, and fuel prices, as well as a
monthly summary of the ow--site electricity and steam generation and the pur-
chased electricity. Also provided in the brief printout are the life -cycle
operation costs of fuel, operation and maintenance, and electric power. The 	 ;a
detailed printout includes, all the information of •` brief printout, plus a
great deal more. The hourly operating capacity of	 Bngines and boilers is
printed for 2 days in each month of the year. The maximum hourly total output
and fuel consumption for each month are also pr i nted. The hourly electric
demand and supply are plotted, along with the hourly steam demand and supply
for each month of the year.
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C. CAPABILITIES OF THE COMPUTER MODEL
The original purpose of developing the CELCAP code was to evaluate the
performance of cogeneration energy systems. There are several key features
built into the code that provide it with much broader capabilities. One of
these key features is the ability of the CELCAP code to evaluate cogeneration
systems with up to five engines of four different types. The second key feature
provide4 in the code is the ability to evaluate the system with the engines
operating in three diffr	 t control modes. Apart from these two key features,
there are several 	 dLque features such as the capacity to vary the energy
prices, aascalata	 electric utility rates, and engine ratings. This
permits evaluati
	
she performance for different price/system scenarios.
The CELCAI spylications can be broadly classified into the following
three groups:
(1) Evaluation of existing power plants with or without cogeneration
systems.
(Z) Evaluation of modifications and additions to the existing cogeneration
systems.
(3) Evaluation of several cogeneration options in the selection of a new
system.
In the case of existing cogeneration energy o c ► opms. the CELCAP code can
be used to study the impact of energy price/escalation rates on the system.
Operation of the engines in the existing system in different control modes can
be studied to determine the best method of operation in terms of operating costs. E
This type of study is relevant and meaningful for cogeneration systems with k`
several engines. 	 The impact of changing electrical and steam loads on the
system performance can be evaluated.
In the fiecond type of application with the CELCAP code, the modifications
and additions to an existing cogeneration system can be evaluated. 	 These
include changes in the existing system such as change in the number or type of ^..
engines in the system, change in the power plant rating, and change in the
electrical and steam loads for the modified system.	 Such an analysis by CELCAP
provides information on the performance of the modified system that could be
used in the decisions on modification of the actual system.
In applications involving the selection of new cogeneration energy systems,
the CELCAP code can be effectively used to screen several options. Because the
cost and time needed to run the code are very little, it is easy to study
several arrangements of engine capacities and numbers with the code. With the
built-in ability of Lhe code to evaluate the performance for three engine
control modes, the selection process for the new system can take into consider-
ation both the system configurations and the manner of operation of the system
that meets the desired economic criteria.
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AInput data on
engines, electric
and steat.3 loads,
and economic
information
Process input data,
calculate electric and
steam capacities of engines
Calculate hourly performance
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Compute daily, monthly,
and annual totals of
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generation and consumption
Using economic data
compute annual and
life-cycle operating
costs
Figure 1-1. Overall Flow Diagram of the CELCAP Code
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SECTION II
METHODOLOGY
A. COGENERATION SYSTEM MODEL
A cogeneration energy system is a power plant located on the user's facil-
ity that provides electric and thermal energy to the user. To ensure that all
the electric and thermal needs of the user are met all the time, it is always
connected to an electric or thermal grid and also has auxiliary boilers for
producing steam, or auxiliary engine/generators for producing electricity.
This is a broad definition of the cogeneration system and covers all types of
cogeneration plants that are in existence. however, one can find in practice
cogeneration plants that may have just one aspect of this description of the
cogeneration system. It is quite common to find cogeneration plants that gen-
erate only a part of the electric needs of the user and buy the rest from the
utility all the time. The cogeneration model used in the CELCAP code and
described in this report consists of a power plant with auxiliary boilers that
is located on the user's facility and connected to the electric grid for
buying from or selling to the utility grid a part of its electricity.
A block diagram of the cogeneration system model used in CELCAP is shown
in Figure 2-1. In this system model, the power conversion system block repre-
sents all the engines and boilers in the cogeneration system. Up to five
engines of four different types can be included in the CELCAP model. Four
types of engines are modeled in CELCAP and also modeled is an auxiliary boiler.
The electric utility block in the system block diagram represents the outside
utility into which the cogeneration system is tied. In the CELCAP model this
block consists of information on electric utility rates for buying and selling
electric power between the grid and the cogeneration plant. The electric and
steam block in the diagram represents the user's load that has to be met by the
cogeneration plant.
The engine models included in CELCAP are the thermal models of the various
engines used in the cogeneration system. These models essentially relate the
fuel consumption rate to the electrical and/or steam output of the prime mover.
They are developed in such a way that by merely using broad specifications of
the engine, the model computes the performance of the engine. An example of a
model is shown in Figure 2-2. A detailed description of the heat-engine models
is given in Section III.
The electrical and steam load model represents the actual demand of the
user that has to be met by the cogeneration system. The electric and steam
demand of the user is continuously changing because of the working or produc-
tion procedures of the user. The load model used in the cogeneration system
model consists of the hourly data on the electric and steam demand of the user.
The load model used in the cogeneration system model uses hourly electric and
steam load profiles for a working day and a weekend day for each month of the
year. A detailed description of the load model is given in Section IV.
..
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F	 ^^ B.	 COGENERATION SYSTEM SELECTION AND SIZING
i Selection of a cogeneration energy system for a specific application is a
complex task.	 First, the availability of many types of prime movers, along
with the use of auxiliary boiler s, results in many arrangements of the system
h	 . ^ that could be used for the application. 	 The possibility of buying from or
'., selling to the utility a part of the electrical power of the cogeneration
system increases the difficulty in selecting the size of the system. 	 Because
of this, it is essential that an analyst have a good knowledge of the equipment
that goes into making up the system and the actual application for which the
system will be used.	 The most important criterion in the selection of a cogen-
eration system for an application is how cheaply and efficiently the energy can
F be supplied to the user ' s application.	 However, there are other key criteria
to be taken into account during the system selection process. 	 Some of these
are:	 (1) how easily the system could be modified in the future, ( 2) how the
changes in the electric and steam demand of the user would affect the system
operating cost, and ( 3) how changes in the electric/steam ratio would affect
the cost and performance of the system. 	 j
In the selection of the system, it is clear from the criteria listed that
the analyst should have a good knowledge of the potential cogeneration system
and the application itself. Apart from this, he should have a good idea of the
future growth of the user and the changes in the future price of purchased fuel
and electricity. The CELCAP code can be used to obtain answers to many of
these questions. However, it is important that all these questions be answered
and data on the potential candidates be collected before the CELCAP code is
actually used. This not only lessens the effort involved in the selection
process but also ensures that a large number of cogeneration systems are consid-
ered for the application in the selection process.
The description of the detailed steps in the selection procedure is outside
the scope of this report. In Section VI, a few case studies using CELCAP are
described and they provide some of the description of the selection procedure.
In a report on DEUS computer evaluation model, Anand, et al. (Reference 10)
describe the procedures for system sizing for an industrial process application.
It is clear to the author ( see Reference 11) that previous experience in cogen-
eration system selection helps a great deal in the system selection process.
The first step in the selection of a cogeneration system is to make a list
of potential candidates for the system. The candidates should consist of
single or multiple combinations of the four types of engines described earlier.
Because the maximum number of the engines a system can have for evaluation by
CELCAP is five, this number should not be exceeded. Some of the candidates can
easily be eliminated from evaluation on the basis of limitations on plant size.
Diesel systems are the most economical at plant sizes of -r 200 kW or below,
whereas for very large (several megawatts) plant sizes, gas and steam turbines
	 ^.
are more attractive. Sometimes it is more economical to have two 500-kW gas
turbines than one 1000-kW gas turbine because of the way electric and
	 y
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thermal loads exist at the plant. Therefore, a large list of potential
candidates with wide ranging combinations of the types and number of engines
should be developed.
Once a list of potential cogeneration systems is made, the next step in
the selection process is to use the CELCAP code. Each of the candidates is
examined for several modes of operation and different fuel and purchased elec-
tricity prices and escalation rates. The final selection of the cogeneration
system is made after a careful examination of the data obtained from the CELCAP
code.
a
C.	 LOAD ANALYSIS
The function of a cogeneration system is to supply electrical and thermal
energy to the facility where it is installed. Therefore, an evaluation of a
cogeneration system is always made in consideration of the user being served by
the system. The system sees the user as requiring supply to a continuously
varying electrical and thermal load. Once the cogeneration system is designed
and installed, it meets the demands of the user by operating its engines and
boilers at varying capacity levels and buying from or selling to the utility
company varying amounts of electricity. The performance of the system is
determined by how it operates through the year meeting the energy requirements
of the user. Therefore, the electrical and thermal loads of t p,: user to be
supplied by the system affect the system performance. It is important, in the
cogeneration system evaluation, that the electrical and thermal loads of the
user be carefully analyzed so that they accurately represent the user.
The evaluation of the cogeneration system is performed on an annual basis.
This requires that data on the eieccrica] and thermal demands of the user be
available for at least 1 year. Usually, the electrical and thermal demands of
a user vary during the year because of the changing working and weather-condi-
tions. However, for the evaluation purposes, assuming the working conditions
of the user remain the same, it is safe to assume that the user's energy-demand
pattern does not change significantly from year to year. In general, the energy
demand of the user is continuously changing. For the type of users considered
for the cogeneration application; experience indicates that an hourly represen-
tation of the demand is quite accurate for evaluating the system performance.
The information available on the energy det,,and of a user varies signif-
icantly, depending on the type of user. There are users who have all of their
energy-using equipment fitted with instruments to record their demand on a
continuous basis. Other users have very little information on their energy
demand except for boiler capacities and monthly fuel and electric energy consump-
tion figures. While evaluating a cogeneration system for a particular user, it
is important to determine how detailed the user's load information should be.
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It is generally accepted by the engineers working in the field that hourly
profiles of the energy demand of the user provide the required information
quite thoroughly. The next question faced by the engineer is whether he should
provide the hourly profile of the load for each day of the year. This leads us
to examine why the loads of a user change.
The electric and thermal energy loads of an user change primarily because
of two factors: (1) change in working conditions, and (2) change in weather
conditions. The working conditions determine the use of several types of
equipment on the user's facility. Some of the end uses of this equipment are
air conditioning, lighting, industrial processing, cooking, and washing. Based
on working conditions, the days in a year can be classified into working days
and non-working days. Non-working days are the weekend days and holidays when
none of the regular work takes place. The loads during the working day itself
change because of working and non-working hours. Since an hourly profile for
the whole day (24 hours) is provided for the system evaluation, one need not be
concerned about the working and non-working hours during the day.
Changing weather conditions also affect the electric and thermal load of
the user. Some of the energy end uses that are affected by the weather include
air conditioning and water heating. The weather change during the day is
automatically taken care of because of the use of the hourly load profile. The
weather pattern usually does not change significantly from one day to the next.
However, it changes gradually, and over a period of weeks or months it will
have changed significantly. In fect, the extreme weather patterns for any
location occur usually about 6 months apart, the warmest being during the peak
summer day and the coldest during the peak winter day. Because of this, it
will not be too inaccurate if the load profile of one chosen working day is
used to represent the several working days before the chosen day. It is shown
by engineers working on cogeneration system evaluation that one hourly profile
of a day can be used to represent all the days in the month. However, separate
profiles have to be used for working days and non-working days. The usual
practice is to use two hourly load profiles for each month of the year, one for
a working day and the other for a non-working day.
,i
To develop 1-year load data for the user, it is necessary to examine the
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data for several years. This would ensure that the load profiles developed
would represent the average weather conditions that can be expected at the user's
location. There are several sources of information available about the user's
load data that can be used for developing the load profiles for an average year.
These include logs maintained at the on-site power plant on hourly electricity
generation and purchases, steam generation and export, and daily, monthly, and
annual fuel consumption; weather data listing hourl jr ambient temperatures,
daily maximum and minimum temperatures, daily and monthly heating/cooling
degree days; data on the capacities and duty cycle of various energy-using
equipment; data on occupancy rate and profiles of the buildings on the user's
premises.
fi u
The first step in developing the average load profiles of the user is to
estimate the electric and steam consumption of the user for an average weather
condition at the site. Because the load profiles are developed for each month,
the averaga energy consumption and the weather conditions are computed on a
monthly basis. To do this, the monthly electric and steam consumption figures
for the user are plotted against the corresponding monthly heating/cooling
degree days. The data for several of the previous years are used for this
purpose. Any change in the total capacity of energy-using equipment should be
accounted for while computing the monthly energy consumption figures of the
previous years. Separate straight lines are drawn for the heating degree days
and cooling degree days that would best fit all the data points. A typical
plot of such data is shown in Figure 2-3. Now, using the average degree day
numbers for each month of the year, the electric and steam consumption for that
month is read from the plot.
The second step is to develop the actual hourly load profiles for working-
and non-working days for each month of the year. To do this, the actual avail-
able hourly load profiles of the working days for the month are examined and
the best representative profile is chosen. A similar procedure is also followed
to choose a load profile for the non-working day of the month. Once the load
profiles for the working and non-working days of the month are chosen, the next
step is to make sure that they agree with the monthly energy figures. The
monthly energy figure represented by the load profiles is given by the sum of
the two products: number of working days in the month times area under the
working day profile, and number of non-working days in the month times the area
under the non-working day profile. This sum may not be equal to the monthly
energy consumption picked from the monthly .energy consumption versus degree-day
plot. In such a case, the multiplying factor should be calculated as follows:
K - Em/(AEwj + AEnwj)
where
K	 - multiplying factor
Emj - average monthly electrical energy consumption of the user for the
month j selected from the monthly electricity consumption versus
degree day plot
AEwj - area under the typical working day hourly electric demand profile of
the user for the month j
AEnwj - area under the typical non-working day hourly electric demands
profile of the user for the month j
Each hourly load in the load profiles is multiplied by this factor to
obtain the cot.ect working- and non-working-day load profiles for the month.
This procedure is repeated for all the months of the year for both electric and
steam demand profiles. The resulting load profiles represent the load demand
of the user for average weather conditions at his location.
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D. MODES OF OPERATION
Several of the user's features are taken into consideration while designing
a cogeneration system. These features include the electrical and steam demand
of the user, fuel and purchased electricity prices, and the weather at the user's
location. One of the key characteristics of a cogeneration system is that,
apart f rnm the prime movers, the system has auxiliary boilers and can ee)'l or buy
electricity from the electric utility company. The prime movers in the system
can also be modulated so that their electric-to-steam generation ratio can be
altered. These features provide the system with a flexibility to operate in
several different modes. Once the system is installed, it operates in any one
of these modes and supplies electricity and steam to meet the demand of the
user.
There are three modes in which the cogeneration system can be operated.
In the first mode of operation the prime movers of the cogeneration system are
operated at their full-rated capacity. 	 All the electricity and steam from the
prime movers are used to supply the user's load. 	 Any excess electrical output
is sold to the utility company and any excess steam output is thrown away. 	 If
there is a shortfall in electrical output, it is made up by that purchased from
the utility.	 Similarly, any shortfall in meeting the steam demand by the steam
from the prime movers is made up by an auxiliary boiler. 	 In the second mode of e
operation, the prime movers in the system are operated to meet all the electrical
load.demand of the user. The steam output of the prime mover is used for meeting
the steam demand of the user. 	 If there is any shortfall between the demand and
the output, it is made up by an auxiliary boiler. 	 In case the steam output is
in excess of the demand, the excess amount is thrown away. 	 In the third mode
of operation the prime movers in the cogeneration system are operated so that
they put out enough steam to meet all the demand of the user. 	 In this mode, any
shortfall in meeting the user's electric demand is made up by the purchased
electricity.	 Similarly, if there is any excess electric supply after meeting
the demand, it is sold to the utility company.
The prime movers used in a cogeneration system considered in this report
are the steam turbine, gas turbine, and diesel engine. 	 For the gas turbine and
diesel engine, if the engine electric output is given, the amount of steam that''' ""
can be generated by the engine is fixed. 	 Whereas in the case of the auto-
extraction turbine and back-pressure steam turbine, for a given electric output of
the turbine, there is a wide range in the amount of steam that is available from
the turbine.	 In Figure 2-4 a performance map of the automatic-extraction turbine
is shown.	 It can be seen that for a given engine electric output there is a wide
range of steam extraction rates possible. 	 What this means is that these two
types of steam turbines can meet both the electric and steam demand of the user
without using an auxiliary boiler or purchasing electricity from the utility
company.	 This is one of the reasons that makes an auto-extraction steam turbine
and back-pressure steam turbine attractive candidates as cogeneration system
prime movers.
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E. ECONOMIC EVALUATION
The economic evaluation is an important part in the overall evaluation of
the cogeneration system. The economic evaluation of the system not only provides
the cost of instal.ing and operating the system, but also helps in comparing
competing cogeneration systems. Because one of the criteria in the selection
of a cogeneration system is how cheaply the system can supply the energy to the
user, an economic evaluation of all the cogeneration systems that are suitable
for the specific user is essential in the system selection process.
Basically, the economic evaluation of a cogeneration system consists of
calculating the total annual cost of supplying the electrical and thermal
demands of the user. The annual cost is made up of several basic contributing
i	 factors. These factors include capital cost expenditures, fuel costs, operation
and maintenance costs, and purchased energy costs. The costs for future years
have to be estimated because the energy prices and operation and maintenance
costs are unknown. For this purpose, escalation rates for fuel. and 0&M costs are
estimated. The results of the economic evaluation are the annual and life-cycle
operating costs.
The economic evaluation methodology used in the CELCAP code is described
by Cooper (see Reference 1) in his report on cogeneration systems. In this
evaluation, cost comparisons are made of the total coet of providing both
thermal and electrical energy. This total annual cost is expressed as follows:
TCj (Y) - CCj (Y) + Fj (y) + OMj (y) + Pj (y) - Rj (y)
where
y - the year for which the annual costs are computed
j - costs if alternative "j° is chosen to supply the energy to the
user
TC - total cost for thermal and electrical services
CC a capital cost expenditure including interest on funds during
construction
F - fuel costs
OM - operation and maintenance costs
P - cost of payment for energy purchased from outside (electrical
or thermal) or for services purchased from outside
R - any revenues resulting from operation and/or ownership of equip-
ment at the user's facility.
All the costs are in actual dollars. Cost estimates for future years, Y. are
calculated by escalating the current costs at the rates assumed appropriate for
them.
A
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The total annual costs are calculated for various alternatives. 	 These may
be variations in design options, ownership/operation arrangements, or financial
arrangements.
	
The different design options may include different types of
engines or different engine capacities.
	
One alternative may reduce fuel costs
and increase capito l
 cosh .	 Another may involve a larger plant that increases 	 14 j
both fuel and capital costs, but results in re , ►enues through sale of excess
power to offset the increases.
	
The ownership/operation of the plant may involve	 s
several alternatives. 	 If coordinated with the loc#41 utility company, the
2
following three alternatives may be possible: (1) the local utility will own
and operate the entire cogeneration plant and sell both steam and electrical
power to meet the user needs; (2) the local utility company may own and operate
only the electrical generation portion of the cogeneration plant, with provisions
for extracting steam needed for the user, and provide electrical service to the
user; or (3) the utility company will not own or operate any part of the plant,
but will sell power to the user as needed or buy excess power from the cogener-
ation plant.
	 Based on the financial arrangements, there will be several alter-
natives, for example, various means of financing the construction costs.
In the economic evaluation, the cogeneration alternatives are compared to
a baseline system. The baseline system is usually the system that is already
in existence or a system where on-site boilers supply the steam to the user and
all the electricity is purchased from the utility. If the cogeneration options
are being compared to the existing system, the capital cost of the existing
system will be zero, except for the year when a new pietse of equipment is pur-
chased. The total annual cost for the existing system and the cogeneration
alternative is given by
TCbl(Y) ® CCbl(Y) + Fbl(Y) + OMbl + Pbl(Y) - Rbl(Y)
TCj(y) - CCj(y) + Fj(y) + OMj(y) + Pj(y) - Rj(y)
The subscript, bl, refers to the baseline or the existing system and all the
	 l
other terms remain the same as described earlier. The annual savings to the
owner/operator from this is given byt=1^
Sj (y) ® [TCbl(y) - TCj(y)) - (CCbl(Y) - CCJ(Y)1
The measure used in judging the economic viability of the investment in a
system is Return on Investment (ROT). A minimum ROI must be exceeded to ap-
prove the investment. This miniumum ROI is set by the investor himself. The
acceptable ROT is a function of the economic life for the investment, which
is also established by the investor. For an investment in a candidate to be
{
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profitable, the total savings should exceed the net capital expenditure.
Substituting the minimum ROI for the savlugs,
-EL+N^'_
Sn/(1 + ROI j )y >	 (CC j (y) - CCbl(y))/(1 + ROI) y>
y-N+1
	
y-0
where
CCj(y) - annual construction payments made for designated project
N - number of years from beginning of construction financing to
start-up of alternative system
EL - economic life of alternative system
Sj - annual savings from operating the system
If the baseline system is retained, there will not be any capital expendi-
ture. This means that CC bl(y), the capital cost for the baseline system,
is zero for all years through the economic life of the alternative system. Then
the expression for the investment in a system to be viable is
DEL+N-N
	
S  (y)/(1 + ROI j )y •	 CCj(y)/(1 + ROI j)y
y- N+ 1	 y• 0
The measure ROI is similar to the discount rate that the Navy uses to
convert future savings or expenditures into present values. As used by the
Navy, the discount rate is considered to be the rate of return over and above
the inflation rate. Therefore, in the escalation rates of fuel costs, O&M costs
are considered as price increases over and above those required to keep up with
Inflation. Utility companies or other firms often choose rather to include
inflation in their ROI, and appropriately account for inflation in other terms
also.
The Navy uses the measure diocounted Savings, to Investment Ratio ( SIR) to
assess the viability of a project. This SIR is obtained by setting a minimum
ROI and calculating the ratio of the left-hand side (savings) of the above equa-
tion to the right-hand side ( investment). The Navy uses the figure of 3.10 for
ROI. In general, for a viable investment this ratio should be greater than 1.
• EL+N	 EL+N
SIR • (	 Sj (y)/(1 + ROI j )y ]/(	 (CCj (y) - CCbl (y))/(1 + ROI)y]>1
y- N+ 1	 y- 0
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Not all alternatives involve capital investments. tn such cases, ROI
cannot be used * However, in these cases, the declining value of money is
accounted for by discounting the future expenditures. The Navy choose* to
discount 10% over inflation in all cases t but other businesses might elect to
use a different discount rate where capital expenditure to not involved. Using
the relation for ROI and substituting for Sj(y), it can be shown that an alter-
native system is viable when its discounted total life-cycle cost to lose than
that of the baseline approach for operating the system
EL + N
	
Y a EL + N
TCbl(y)/(' + d i )y > > TC i (YMI + d i )y
y 0	 y M 0
where di a discount factor used for the specific type of expenditure involved.
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SECTION III
HEAT ENGINE MODELS USED IN CELCAP
In the CELCAP code four different types of engines are modeled. These
four engines are the gas turbine with exhaust hest boiler, the diesel engine
with exhaust heat boiler, the automatic-extraction steam turbine, and the back-
pressure steam turbine. A detailed description of the thermodynamic relations
used in developing these models is presented in this section. These models,
through their relationship, basically compute the fuel consumption rate for
generating the desired electrical power.
A. GAS TURBINE WITH EXHAUST HEAT BOILER
The gas turbine with an exhaust heat boiler is one of the four cogeneration
engine systems modeled in the CELCAP code. In this system, an open-cycle gas
turbine drives an electrical generator and the exhaust gases from the turbine
pass through a boiler where some of the heat in the exhaust gases is recovered
for generating steam. A schematic of this arrangement is shown in Figure 3-1.
The models of the gas turbine and the exhaust boiler are integrated to obtain
the system model.
The thermodynamic cycle on which the gas turbine operates is a Brayton
cycle. The type of gas turbine modeled in the CELCAP code is the open-cycle
turbine. This cycle consists of a compression process; a constant-pressure,
heat-addition process; an expansion process; and a constant-pressure, heat-
rejection process. The working fluid, which is air in this case, first passes
through the compressor where its pressure is increased. The high-pressure air
then passes through the combustion chamber where the fuel is injected and the
heat of this combustion increases the gas temperature. The hot gases, which
are at high pressure and temperature, are expanded in the turbine. The expanded
gases, which are at ambient pressure, are generally exhausted to the atmosphere.
However, for the gas turbine system with an exhaust heat boiler, the exhaust
gases pass through a boiler before they leave the system.
The basic relationships used in the gas turbine model are
WC - HAIR*CPCMPR (T2 - TAMB )	 (1)
QF - (MAIR + MF ) CPCOHB (T3 - T2 )	 (2)
4 - MF (HV)	 (3)
WT - (HAIR + MF ) CPTRBN (T3 - TEXH )	(4)
E - ( nG/3414) (WT - WC )	 (5)
3-1
is t
where
We	 - compressor work, Btu/h
MAIR	 - mass flow rate of air, lbm/h
CpCMpR - specific heat of air through the compressor, Btu/tbm-°R
T2	 - air temperature at outlet of the compressor, OR
TAMB	 - ambient air temperature, OR
QF 	- fuel flow rate, Btu/h
MF 	- fuel flow rate, lbm/h
CpCpMB - specific heat of combustion gases, OR
T3	 - turbine inlet temperature, OR
HV	- lower heating value of fuel, Btu/lbm
WT 	- shaft power, Btu/h
CpTRBN	 specific heat of the gases passing through the turbine,
Btu/lbm-°R
TEKM	 ® exhaust gas temperature, OR
E	 m electrical power generated, kW
nG	 - efficiency of the generator (decimal)
The performance data for industrial turbines is usually given at their
design conditions.. These data consist of the ambient temperature, T D; mass
flow rate of air, MAIRD; generator output, ED;and the fuel flow rate FD. Also
provided to the model is the part-load performance of the turbine in the form
414D - f(E/ED)
However, to calculate the part-load performance of the gas turbine-exhaust heat
boiler system, more information is needed on the internal conditions in the tur-
bine. For this reason, saveral relationships were developed (see Reference 1)
so that an analysis procedure can be applied with the performance data.
The first of these is for relating the off-design compressor work to
compressor work at the design conditions. The turbine-generator set rotates
at a constant rpm to generate power at constant frequency. Because of this,
the volume flow rate of air that is compressed remains constant, regardless of
ambient conditions or electrical power output. The compression ratio in the
compressor is also constant. Reference 1 shows that the compressor work, WC,
3-2
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at off-design condition is related to the work at design conditions as follows
WC - WCD * PAMB/PAMBD	 (6)
T3LIM, the limiting turbine inlet temperature, usually set to T3D, the design
turbine inlet temperature. This limit is used to establish the maximum engine/
generator output power at off-design conditions.
The second of these relationships is developed for computing compressor
work at design conditions in terms of the input heat rate to the turbine.
Reference 1 shows that the compressor work can be computed as follows:
WCD - (CPTRBN/CPCOMB ) * 40	 (7)
where 40 - the fuel flow rate at the turbine idle condition when the output
of the turbine is zero. The specific heat term is included because even small
changes in the specific heat of the working fluid can have significant effect
on the predicted performance of the turbine.
The third relationship used in the analysis procedure concerns the turbine
inlet temperature for continuous operation of the turbine. At off-design
conditions, the turbine inlet temperature, T3, is not allowed to exceed sume
maximum value, T3LIM, usually set to T3 D, the design turbine inlet temperature.
This limit is used in establishing the maximum engine/generator output power at
off-design conditions.
A schematic of the exhaust boiler is shown in Figure 3-1 along with that
of the gas turbine. The boiler usually consists of three sections: a superheater,
an evaporator, and an economizer. Depending on whether the boiler produces
superheated steam, saturated steam, or hot water, one or more of the sections
may not be present.
The exhaust gases from the turbine enter the boiler at the superheater
section and pass through the evaporator and the economizer sections. The tem-
perature profile of the exhaust gases and water/steam as they pass through the
boiler is shown in Figure 3-2. The hot exhaust gas is cooled from TEXH as it
passes through the superheater and evaporator sections and gives up heat to the
evaporating steam. The temperature of the gas leaving the evaporator section
is designated as the "pinch point" temperature, TPINCH- The gas drops its
temperature further in tFe economizer by giving up heat to the boiler feed
water. In the economizer, the boiler feed water temperature increases from the
de-aerator exit temperature, TBLFRD, up to evaporator temperature corresponding
to the steam pressure, TEVp. Preheating and de-aerating are accomplished out-
side she boiler. Plant steam may be used for this where the water temperature
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is raised from TFW to TBLRFD-
The mass balanct fcr steam across the boundaries of the boiler is given by
AEXP ' kEN - MPLNT ' MFW - MPLNT	 (8)
where
MEXp - steam exported out of the power plant, lbm/h
kEN - steam generated at the power plant, lbm/h
MPLNT - steam used for in-plant use, lbm/h
As for the mess balance for the exhaust gases, all the exhaust gas from the
turbine passes through the exhaust heat boiler. The only exception is when there
is small leakage of flow from the ducts between the turbine and the boiler. A
factor, K. is introduced to account for flow loss between turbine and the boiler
or the into:ltional diversion of a portion of the turbine exhaust flow. The
factor is defined as
K - MBLR/ 6AIR + i1F
where
MBLR - flow rate gas entering the boiler, lbm/h
MAIR - flow rate of air entering the compressor, lbm/h
MF - flow rate of the fuel injected to the combustor, lbm/h
The value of K, at best, is about 0.98. There may be cases where the flow
of gas through the boiler is modulated by a valve in the duct between the turbine
and the boiler as means of controlling the steam production. In such cases, K
indicates the fraction of available turbine exhaust flow that is directed through
the exhaust heat boiler.
For the superheater and evaporator sections, four expressions are written
relating heat transfer between the exhaust ;gas and the steam. The first of
these relationships is the heat loss from the exhaust gas given by
4STM - K(MAIR + MF ) CPBLR (TEXH - TpINCH )	(9)
'I
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The second relationship is for the heat gained by the water given by
4STM - kEN (hSTM - hSL)	 (10)
where
hgTM - enthalpy of steam, Btu/lb
hgL - enthalpy of saturated liquid, Btu/1b
The third relationship is for the heat transferred between the gas and water
and is given by
QgTM - UA DTLM
- UA * (TEXH - TSTM ) - (TPINCH - TEVP)/
In [(TEXH - TSTM )/(TPINCH - TEVP)J	 (11)
UA is the product of the overall coefficient of heat transfer and the heat
transfer area for the superheater and evaporator sections. For a given boiler
design, the area, A, does not change. Even though the factor, U, changes with the
flow conditions, specifically with conditions that change the Reynolds number of
flow around the tubes, the rate of change of U with flow conditions is not rapid.
Therefore, it is a reasonable assumption that the product UA is approximately
constant, and UA - (UA)d.
The fourth relationship expresses the heat recovery boiler effectiveness in
terms of evaporation temperature and the design exhaust and pinch temperatures.
The amount of steam that can be generated is limited by the fact that the ;as
temperature cannot drop below the evaporation temperature, TEVP. The boiler heat
recovery effectiveness is given by
e - (TEXHD - TPINCH )/(TEXHD - TEVP)
	
(12)
The effectiveness, e, is increased by increasing the heat transfer surface
area. The heat transfer area required to reach an effectiveness value of unity
increases logarithmically. Usually there is a point where the improved effec-
tiveness does not justify the additional material costs required for the heat
transfer area. A value of e - 0.92 is considered as the maximum economically
achievable effectiveness for most applications.
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For the economizer, there are two governing equations involving mass and
energy balance. The energy balance states that heat given up by the exhaust gas
equals the heat gain by the water in raising its enthalpy from hBLRFD to hEVP•
K(MAIR + AF ) CPBLR (TPINCH - TSTK ) - (MFW + MPLNT )(hEVP - hBLFRD )	(13)
The mass balance for the economizer is given by
MBLDN - h * AGEN	 (14)
where L is the fraction of generated steam that accounts for blowdown.
In the present analysis, it is assumed that the feedwater is mixed with
and heated by condensing steam from the evaporator/superheater section of the
boiler. The heated de-aerated water emerges at temperature TBLRFDm Neglecting
any mass loss due to outgassl,ng and loss of flashing steam, the energy balance
is given by
MFW * I * hFW + MPLNT * hSTM - (MFW + MPLNT ) hBLFRD	 (15)
All the equations presented for the boiler so far apply only to unfired
exhaust boilers. When a fume is present in a boiler, a portion of the transfer
of heat from the hot gaseu to the tube walls is radiative. The equations pre-
sented do not account for this. In the CELCAP code, when the export steam from
the boiler is insufficient to meet the load, it is assumed that the additional
steam requirement is met by a completely separate boiler.
The data that is provided to the gas turbine model include the turbine and
boiler design values and the atmospheric conditions. The turbine design values
are:
TAMBD - ambient temperature, R
PAMBD - ambient pressure, lb/sq in.
AAIRD - mass flow rate of air into the gas turbine, lb/h
ED - generator power output at full load, kW
QFD - fuel consumption at full load, Btu/h
Along with these, a part-load performance curve in the form of QF /QFD - f(E/ED)
is also given.
4
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The boiler design values are
hgTM - enthalpy of steam, Btu/lb
hgL	 - enthalpy of saturated liquid, Btu/lb
hBLRFD - enthalpy of water at boiler inlet, Btu/lb
hFW	 - enthalpy of feedwater, Btu/lb
e	 - heat exchange effectiveness of waste heat recovery boiler
(decimal)
The data on atmospheric conditions include the monthly average values of
maximum and minimum temperatures, and the atmospheric pressures. The value of
the electrical power to be generated is also provided to the model.
The first step in the computation of the gas turbine performance is to
calculate the compressor work, WC. Using the engine performance curve
QF /QFD ' f(E/ED)
the fuel rate for no-power condition, QFO is calculated. From the relation
shown in Equation (7) the compressor work is then given by
WCD - CPTRBN /CPCOMB * 40
The off-design compressor work is determined using Equation (8)
WC - WCD ( PAMB /PAMBD)
At off-design conditions, the mass flow rate of working fluid through the
turbine will be different than the design mass flow rate, MAIRD• Because the
turbine rpm remains constant irrespective of the atmospheric conditions, the
volume flow rate through turbine remains constant. The mass flow rate at off-
design condition is calculated'from
MAIR - PAMB/PAMBD * TAMBD/IAMB * MAIRD
T2 - TAMBD + WC/MAIR * CPCMPR
T2D - TAMBD + (WCD/MAIRD * CPCMPR)
where T2 and T2D are the air temperature at the compressor outle4 for off-
design and design conditions, respectively.
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Once the compressor outlet temperature is calculated, the next step is tonext . step
 what the turbine inlet temperature would be to generate power • This is
calculated as follows:
X QF - QFD * f(WD)
MF - QF/HV
T3 - T2 + QF /I(MAIR + AF) * CPCOMBJ
To make sure that the turbine inlet temperature does not exceed
the limiting temperature, T3LIM, the design turbine inlet temperature is first
calculated,
MFD - QFD/HV	 .
T3D - T2D + QFD /I(MAIRD + MFD) * CPCOMBJ
T3LIM - T3D
If the turbine inlet temperature, T3, is greater than the limiting temper-
ature, T3LIM, then T3 is set to T3LIM and the generator power, E, is calculated
using Equations ( 2) and (3).
QFLII - (MAIR + QFLIM/HV ) * CPCOMB * (T3LIM - T2)	 ^.
Solving explicitly for QFLIM.
i
t^
a
QFLIM - IMAIR * CPCOMB * (T3LIM - T2)1 / I 1 - (CPCOMB /HV ) * (T3LIM - T2))
SLIM - ED * f-1 (QFLIM /QFD)+'
E	 ° ELIM
t
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Once the generator output power, E, and the compressor work, WC , are cal-
culated, the next step is to calculate the turbine work at off-design and design
conditions, respectively.
WF - (3413/ G) * E + WC
WTD - (3413/ G ) * ED + WCD
The engine exhaust temperature, which is same as the turbine exit temperature,
Is computed using the turbine work gor the off-design conditions as follows
TEM - T3 - 4/(HAIR + MF ) * CPTRBN
and for the design conditions
TEXHD - T3D - WTD/(MAIR + MFD ) * CPTRBN
With the calculation of the exhaust temperature, all the performance param-
eters of the engine are calculated. The next step in the analysis procedure
is to calculate the heat recovery boiler performance. The design point data
are to estimate the heat transfer potential, UA, of the boiler. From Equation (12),
TPINCHD - TEXHD e * (TEXHD - TEVP)
The value of the heat effectiveness in the above equation is set at 0.92.
From Equations (9) and (11) solving for UA, we get
UA - K (MAIRD + MFD) CpgLR (TEXHD .= TPINCHD)/
I I (TEXHD - TSTM) - (TPINCHD - TEVP)f/ln XTD)
where XTD - (TEXHD - TSTM)/(TPINCHD - TEVP)-
For off-design conditions, the temperature profile of the gas flowing
through the boiler will be different from that occurring at design conditions.
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Specifically, the pinch-point temperature will be different. From Equations (9)
and (11), TpINCH is given by
TPINCH - TEXH - UA/(K * CPELR * (MAIR + AF))
* 1 (TEXH - TSTM ) - (TPINCH - TEVP )/ln XT1
where XT - (TEXH - TSTM)/(TPINCH - TEVP)•
Because TPINCH appears on both aides of the equation, the expression is
eolved for TPINCH iteratively.
The next step in the analysis procedure is to calculate the steam generated
by the boiler, MGEN
AGEN - UA/(hgTM - hgL ) * ((TEXH- TSTM ) - (TPINCH - TEVP)1/ln XT
The steam exported out of the power plant to the load is less than the
generated steam by the amount of steam used for in-plant use. The steam used
for in-plant purposes is given by
MPLNT - ( 1 + L) * MGEN * (IIBLRFD - hFW )/(hSTM - hFW)
The exported steam is given by
MEXP - MGEN - MPLNT
B. DIESEL ENGINE WITH Wan HEAT BOILER
Diesel engines are internal combustion piston engines. They convert the
combustion energy of the fuel into mechanical energy. In a conventional diesel
power generation system, the output of the engine is the mechanical shaft power
that drives an electric generator or a mechanical drive; whereas, in a diesel
cogeneration system, along with the shaft output of the engine, a portion of the
heat in the exhaust is recovered and used for generating steam or hot water.
The model of diesel engine included in CELCAP is that of a diesel cogeneration
system.
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The fuel energy burnt in a diesel engine is converted int. the following
energy streams: shaft work, heat in jacket cooling water, exhaust gas energy,
and Luba oil heat. The relative percentages of these energy streams vary,
depending on the percent of the rated full load at which the engine is operating.
In Figure 3-13, a plot of these energy streams as a percent of input fuel energy
is shown as a function of the percent of rated engine load for a typical diesel
engine. Also shown in Figure 3 . 13 is the exhaust gas temperature as a function
of percent of the rated load. When the diesel engine is operating as a cogener-
ation system, a part of the heat in the exhaust gas is recovered and used for
producing steam. If the cogeneration system is producing hot water instead of
or along with steam, then the engine jacket cooling water is also used for
producing the hot water.
The amount of recoverable heat from the diesel exhaust is calculated from
the equation
4REC - HA a CPA * (TEXH " TSTACK)
where
QREC - heat recoverable from the exhaust in Btu/h
MA	 - airflow rate in lb/h
CPA	 - average specific heat in Btu/lb°F
TEXH u exhaust gas temperatures in OF
TSTACK - stack gas temperature in OF
The exhaust gases are not cooled below a certain temperature limit, TSTACK,
to prevent any condensation in the heat exchanger surface of the exhaust recovery
boiler. The lower temperature limit, TSTACKP to which the exhaust gases can be
cooled is usually set at a value in the 300-350°F range.
The first step in the calculation of QRECr the amount of recoverable heat
from the exhaust, is to calculate the exhaust gas temperature. The exhaust gas
temperature depends on the load level at which the engine is operating. If the
engine is not operating at its rated capacity, the exhaust temperature is
estimated by using the part-load data. The input part-load data consist of
Epp, the part-load level, and TEXHP, the exhaust gas temperature at this part-
load level. Using the rated capacity, ED, End TEXHD• the exhaust temperature at
the full-rated capacity, the exhaust gas temperature at any fractional capacity,
EDFR, can be estimated by
TEXHFR - TEXHFD - 11 - (EDFR/ED,) ] /EXIIRT
where
EXHRT - (1 - EDP /ED) /(TEXHD - TEXHP)
4REC	 MA CPA (TEXHFR - TSTACK)
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if the exhaust gas temperature. TEXHpR, at the fractional load, EDPR, is
below the lower exhaust gas temperature. TSTACK, then no heat will be available
for producing steam.
The amount of steam that can be generated from the recoverable heat is
calculated by
4STMD - 4REC nEpP/(hSTM - hPWTR)
where
4STMD	 amount of steam produced by the heat recovery boilers, lb/h
nEpp	 • efficiency of the waste heat recovery boiler
hSTM	 • enthalpy of steam, Btu/lb
hPWTR • enthalpy of feed water, Btu/lb
The amount of steam available for export is given by
4EXP - 4STMD nEXP
where
4EXp • steam available for export, lb/h
nEXP - fraction of st,•am available for export
C. AUL MATIC-EXTRACTION STEAM TURBINE
The auto-extraction steam turbine engine modeled in CELCAP is of the single
extraction type. The steam turbine model includes both the condensing and non-{_
condensing types. An automatic-extraction turbine is similar to a straight
condensing turbine except that it has provisions for extracting steam at one or
more points. The steam pressures at these extraction points are automaticdlly
controlled so that they are maintained at a constant value that is lower than
the initial pressure, but higher than the turbine exhaust pressure. These auto-
matic controls help the turbine maintain a constant kW output and constant
extraction pressure when the flow of the extracted steam is varied. In chose
cases when the kilowatt output varies to meet load demands, the controls help
in maintaining a constant pressure and flow in the extraction line.
1
A simple schematic of a single automatic-extraction steam turbine is shown
in Figure 3-4. One of the major advantages of using auti ­ 3xtraction turbines
in cogeneration systems is that, in comparison to other steam turbines, they are
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very flexible. Auto-extraction turbines can supply varying demands for extracted
steam and electric energy, whether these demands vary individually or there is a
variation in all the demands simultaneously. This is accomplished by varying the
steam flow to the condenser to maintain the variable relation between the flow
of extracted steam and the demand for electric W.
The auto-extraction steam turbine is modeled in CELCAP by describing the
performance characteristic of the steam turbine in terms of input and output
parameters. These parameters include steam flow ratew, engine output, inlet
and extraction steam pressures and temperatures, and engine factors. The input
data should have enough information so that the performance map for the given
auto-extraction steam turbine can be constructed. In Figure 3-5, a typical
performance map for an auto-extraction steam turbine is shown.
A simple schematic of a single automatic-extraction steam turbine/generator
system is shown in Figure 3-6. The schematic shows the different locations of
the steam turbine where the steam enters, exhausts, and is extracted. Steam is
generated in a high-pressure boiler and passes through a throttle valve before
It enters the steam turbine. For analysis, the extraction turbine generator
can be assumed to bG made up of two stages: a high-pressure stage between the
inlet and the extraction point, and a low pressure stage between the extraction
point and the exhaust point.
The governing equation for the performance of the extraction turbine/gen-
erator system can be written, based on the first law of thermodynamics, as
3413 E/nGEN - MHR (hTHR - hEXT ) + MEXH (NEXT - hEXH)	 (16)
.	 .	 .
MEXH - MTHR - MEXT
	 (17)
where
MTHR - flow rate of steam entering the turbine, lb/h
MEXT - flow rate of steam extracted from the turbine, lb/h
MEXH - flow rate of steam exhausted from the turbine, lb/h
E	 - electrical power output, kW
hTHR - enthalpy of entering steam at inlet condition, Btu/lb
hEXT - enthalpy of steam after actual expansion to extraction pressure,
Btu/lb
heXH - enthalpy of steam after actual expansion to exhaust pressure, Btu/lb
The enthalpy differences (hTHR - hEXT) and ( hEXT - hEXH) are actual dif-
ferences as opposed to ideal isentropic drops through the steam turbine. The
ratio of actual enthalpy drop to ideal drop is the efficiency of the turbine.
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In Figure 3-6 the expansion process in an extraction turbine is shown on an
enthalpy-entropy plot. Both the actual expansion and the isentropic expansion
are shown on the chart. Assuming the single extraction steam turbine to be
comprised of two stages with extraction point separating the stages, the turbine
stage efficiencies can be written as
	
nT1 - (hTHR - hEXT) / ( hTHR - NEXT)	 (18)
	
nT2 - (hEXT - hEXH )/(hEXT - NEXT)	 (19)
where
nTl	 - stage efficiency between throttle and extraction point
nT2 - stage efficiency between the extraction point and the exhaust
NEXT - enthalpy of steam after isentropic expansion to extraction pressure,
Btu/lb
hEXH - enthalpy of steam after isentropic expansion to exhaust pressure,
,Btu/lb
Making an assumption that the stage efficiencies, nTl and nT2, are equal
to the turbine efficiency, nTURBO the governing equation
3413 E /ng a nT14HR (hTHR - N EXT ) + nT2MEXH (h' EXT h EXH )	(20)
can be written as
3413 E / ng - [MTHR (hTHR h EXH ) - MEXT (h EXT - h' EXH)J nTBN	 (21)
This can be simplified as
E/(ng nTBN ) - (MTHR - MEXH ) (hTHR - h'EXT)/3413 + MEXH (hTHR hEXH) /3413	 (22)
This governing equation can be used to construct the performance curves of
an extraction turbine with reasonable accuracy, provided that all the inputs are
given.
The governing equation can also be written in terms of steam rates
E/nE - MEXT/TSR2 + MEXH/TSR1 	 (23)
t 1
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where
TSRl - 3413/(hTHR - W EXH), theoretical steam rate from throttle to
exhaust, Btu/kWh
TSR2 - 3413/(hTHR - W EXT), theoretical steam rate from throttle to
extraction, Btu/kWh
The value of TSR1 and TSR2 can be found from a Mollier diagram or from the
Theoretical Steam Rate Tables.
Equation (23) can be rearranged as
MTHR - (E/nE )TSR1 + MEXT(1 - TSR1/TSR2) 	 (24)
The term 0 - TSR1/TSR2) can be defined as Extraction Factor along the
isentropic expansion line. Figure 3-7 shows that the total enthalpy drop, Ah°,
along the isentropic line between the throttle and the exhaust points consists
of two parts. The first part, Ah°2, is between the throttle and extraction
points. The second part, Ah' - Ah'2 is between the extraction and the
exhaust points. A pound of steam entering the turbine at the throttle point and
exiting at the extraction point does Ah' Btus of work. The loss of work due
to extraction is (Ah' - Ah'2) Btu for each pound of steam extracted. To
keep the load on the turbine constant, sufficient additional steam must be
added to the throttle to make up this logs of (Ah' - Ah'2) Btu per pound
of steam extracted. The extraction factor is the portion of a pound of steam
that must be added to the throttle flow for each pound of steam extracted. The
theoretical extraction factor is given by
Theoretical Extraction Factor - (Ah' - Ah12)/Ah
= 1 - Ah'2/Ah'
= 1 - TSR1/TSR2	 (25)
Tae extraction factor determined from the actual process 1-2-3 in Figure 3-7
is expressed as
Extraction Factor = 1 - Ah2/A, 	 (26)
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The Extraction Factor is normally presented as a function of the ratio of
theoretical steam rates (TSR1/TSR2). Therefore, the Extraction Factor is expressed
•.	
as
Extraction Factor - 1 - C (TSRI/TSR2) 	 (27)
where C is an empirical correction factor, whose value depends on the type of
extraction turbine, condensing or noncondensing. A plat of the extraction
factor based on this empirical correction factor is shown as a function of the
theoretical steam rate ratio in Figures 3-8 and 3-9 for condensing and non-
condensing single-extraction steam turbines, respectively. This relationship
and the assumption that all extraction charts are made up of straight lines
parallel to each other and equally spaced make possible this estimating method.
Such an assumption introduces an error that is more than compensated for by the
simplicity it makes possible in the estimating method. The value of C for the
plots shown in Figures 3-8 and 3-9 are 0.857 for condensing turbines and 0.902
for noncondensing turbines, respectively.
The term 0 - TSR1/TSR2) in Equation (24) can be substituted by the actual
extraction factor 11 - C(TSR1/TSR2)) from Equation (12) to obtain
MTgR - (E /nE )TSR1 + MEXT 11 - C(TSR1/TSR2)) 	 (28)
Equation (28) is used for generating the performance chart for a single-
automatic-extraction unit. A typical performance chart of a single-automatic-
extraction turbine is shown in Figure 3-5.
In the performance char*_ shown in Figure 3-5, the family of parallel lines
define the throttle steam at given kW output and extraction flow. The minimum
exhaust line shows the relation between the kW output produced on extracted
steam alone and the corresponding throttle steam flow. This curve intersects
each of the constant extraction-flow curves at the throttle flow that equal
the sum of the rsinimum steam flow to the exhaust and the extraction steam.
The exhaust sections of the turbine often pans as much exhaust flow as needed
to produce the rated output at zero extraction. Additional output can be
generated by admitting more steam at the throttle and extracting it. This is
the maximum flow to the exhaust line. The other limits are the maximum throttle
flow and maximum generator output.
The first step in developing a calculation procedure for auto-extraction
steam turbines involves constructing performance curves for them. The governing
equation, expressed in terms of various steam rates and engine power ratings,
are used for this purpose. For a given engine, the steam conditions such as
the pressure and temperature of the throttle steam, the extraction and exhaust
steam pressures, and the maximum extraction flow rate are usually given. The
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maximum throttle steam rate and the minimum exhaust flow are sometimes not
given, and thus must be estimated. A typical performance map for an auto-
extraction steam turbine is shown in Figure 3-5. The actual construction of
this map requires computing points A through F. To compute these paints, the
following calculations are used.
1. The Full-Load Non-extraction Throttle Flow
The full-load non-extraction throttle flow, MT HR, . is obtained by
setting the engine output EA at the rated generator output EA (0.8 power factor)
In Equation (27)
MTH.R,A - (4/1 
,F ) TSR1
	
(29)
where nEF is the full load efficiency with no extraction. For a condensing
turbine,'the value of nE F for the turbine rating up to 7500 kW is given in
Table 3-1. For noncondeAsing, n  F is given in Table 3-2. For other sizes
of units that are not listed in ti'iese tables the value of nE F should be
estimated. The value ofnE F taken from the tables are in Me proper magni-
tud6, but may be higher or lower than the actual performance guaranteed for
specific turbine. In most cases, however, regardless of design, the error for
efficiencies read from these tables will be less than 5%.
2. The Half-Load Non-extraction Throttle Flow
The half-load non-extraction throttle flow, MTHR,B, (point B on the
map in Figure 3-5) is obtained by setting the engine output E in Equation (28)
to EA/2. Rewriting the equation with this substitution
MTHR,B - [(EA/2)/nE,HJ TSR1 (30)
(EA/nE,F)TSR1 ( nE,FJ(2 * nE,H)J
where nE H is the engine efficiency at half-load with no extraction.
Substituting Equation (14) for i 	 A and defining nE,F/(2 * nE,H ) as
the half-load flow factor, H, EquationY5) becomes
MTHR,B - MTHR,A * H
	
(31)
The half-load flow factors, H, presented in Table 3-1 for condensing tur-
bines and Table 3-2 for noncondensing turbines are approximations that assume
that the throttle flow versus output curve at no extraction will be a straight
line. These tables assume that all turbines of the same rating, regardless of
design, will have the same half-load flow to full-load flow relationship.
Obviously this relationship is not a constant one, but the error introduced by
this assumption is negligible.
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y	 3. The Full-Load Throttle Flow
The full load throttle flow, MT HR C
obtained by combining Equations ( 13) and (14)
With this substitution, MTHR,C is given by
` 
r^l
(Point C in Figure 3-5), is
at the maximum extraction flow limit.
MTHR ,C ' MTHR,C + MEXT,C 11 - C (TSR1 /TSR2) J 	(32)
where C is the correction factor that is 0.857 for condensing turbines and
E	 0.902 for noncondensing turbines.
If the maximum throttle flow is not given by the user as the input infor-
mation, then the calculated MTHR C will be designated as the maximum throttle
flow through Point C. When a higher value of maximum throttle flow Mi Mt C is
given, the power output at point C' can be calculated by using Equation 02).
EC' . (EA/MTHR,C' ) MTHR,C' - MEXT,C 11 - C(TSR1/TSR2))	 (33)
'
	
	
The lines for extraction flows less than maximum can be drawn parallel to
line AB in Figure 3-5 at distances proportional to the extraction quantity.
Thus, the distance between points A and C, which represents maximum extraction
flow, is divided into several equal parts and lines are drawn parallel to AB
passing through these points as shown in Figure 3-5.
4. The Minimum Flow to Exhaust Limits
If the value of minimum flow to exhaust, Mg, is not available to the
user, Figure 3-10 can be used to select an approximate value for units of sizes
between 500-kW and 7500 -kW rated output. A minimum amount of flow to the
exhaust is necessary to prevent overheating the low-pressure section. Points
are then plotted on the extraction lines where the throttle flow equals extrac-
tion flow, plus minimum flow to the exhaust (MTHR - MEXT + Mg). A straight line
through such points forms the left boundary of the diagram (Figure 3-5).
5. The Maximum Flow to Exhaust Limits
The line of maximum flow to exhaust, which is shown in Figure 3-5, is
obtained by joining the points on each extraction line where throttle flow
equals nonextraction rated load throttle flow, MTI°4R,A at point A, plus the
extracted flow, i.e., MTHR - MEXT + MTHR,A•
In this estimating method, an assumption is made that all turbines are
designed so that their exhaust sections are large enough to enable the turbine
to carry full-rated output with the extraction pressure held constant and no
extraction taken from the turbine.
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6. The Maximum Generator Output at 1.0 Power Factor
The usual turbine-generator set has an 0.80 power factor generator,
and a turbine carrying a full kVA on the generator at 1.0 power factor. This
Is indicated as the maximum generator output at 1.0 power factor on Figure 3-59
D. BACK-PRESSURE STEAM TURBINE
This is a noncondensing steam turbine and is commonly referred to as a
back-pressure steam turbine. It takes steam at the boiler pressure and temper-
ature and exhausts it at atmospheric pressure or above. For equal power outputs,
back-pressure turbines may require two to five times the steam flow required by
the condensing turbine. When the back-pressure turbines are used in industrial
plants, heat energy in the exhaust steam is used for heating, drying, cooking,
and ;,4rious other process uses. The thermal efficiency of the system when the
exhaust steam is used in process may be as high as 707 to 757. However, the
thermal efficiency can be as low as 107 if the heat energy in the exhaust steam
Is not utilized. The back-pressure steam turbines are widely used in cogenera-
tion systems. Approximately 307 of the steam turbines sold for power generation
in industrial plants are of the back-pressure type.
The performance characteristics of a typical back-pressure steam turbine
are shown in Figure 3-11. The performance data are based on an actual General
Electric turbine with a rating of 2500 kW. There are two important points to
be noted in Figure 3-11. The first point is that the generated power is directly
proportional to the steam passing through the turbine. The second point is
that the heat rate (Btu/kWh) is inversely proportional to the generated power.
The model of t14 back-pressure steam turbine used in CELCAP uses as input
the data on the turbine performance. The turbine model estimates the fuel flow
rate, the throttle steam flow rate, and the amount of steam exported. At the
rated output of the turbine, EED , the export steam and the fuel consumption rates
are given by
MTHR m EED * gFD
MEXP - MTHR * EXLIM
MFUEL - MTHR * OTHR - hEXH) / (nB * nCOMB)
k
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where
ZED	 rated turbine output, kW
SFD a steam rate at EED, lb/kWh
MTER - maximum throttle steam rate, lb/h
EXLIM ' percentage of exhaust steam to be used as export steam (decimal)
£'[	 MEXp ' export steam rate, lb/h
MFUEL - fuel flow rate to boiler at the rated turbine output, Btu/h
hTHR a enthalpy of throttle steam, Btu/lb
hEXH - enthalpy of exhaust steam, Btu/lb
nB 	. boiler efficiency
nCOMB ° combustion efficiency (assumed to be 0.98 in this model)
When the turbine is operating at a fraction of its rated capacity, the
throttle steam flow rate and the fuel flow rate are given by
MFRC . SFRC * EFRC
EFRC ® SFD ♦ (EED - EFRC ) * WCD
WCD	 m (SFP - SFD) / (EED - EEp)
MFUELF - MFRC * (hTHR - hEXH)/( nB * TOMB)
where
EFRC - fractional power output of the turbine, kW
MFRC - throttle steam rate at the turbine part load, EFRC, lb/h
SFRC ' steam rate at fractional power output, EFRC, lb/kWh
MFUELF - fuel flow rate at the turbine fractional power output, EFRC, Btu/h
EEp	 - turbine power output at part load, kW
SFp	 - steam rate at part load, EEp, lb/kWh
WCD	 - part-load steam rate factor for given part-Load data, lb/h-kW
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Figure 3 -1. Schematic of Combustion Turbine /Exhaust
Heat Boiler Cogeneration Plant
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Figure 3-2. Temperature Profiles in Exhaust Heat Recovery Boiler
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Table 3-1. Full-Load Nonextraction Efficiencies for Condensing
Single-Automatic Extraction Steam Turbines
Main Pressure, prig
Rating, 150 200 250 300 400 600	 650kW
0.8 pf Efficiency
500 0.600 0.595 0.585 0.580 0.565 0.545625 0.615 0.610 0.605 0 600 0.580 0.560750 0.630 0.625 0.620 0.610 0.595 0.575
1000 0.650 0.645 0.640 0.630
1250 0.665 0.660 0.650 0.645
1500 0.675 0.670 0.665 0.660
2000 0.690 0.685 0.680 0.675
2500 0.700 0.695 0.690 0.685
3000 0.710 0.705 0.700 0.695
3500 0.715 0.710 0.705 0.700
40,00 0.710 0.715 0.710 0.7055000 0.725 0.720 0.715 0.710
	0.
	 0.600
	
0.635
	 0.615
	
0.645
	 0.630
	
0.665
	 0.645
	
0.675
	 0.660
	
0.685
	 0.670
	
0.690	 0.680
	
0.700
	 0.685
	
0.705
	 0.695	 0.685
6000
	 0.735
	 0.730	 0.725
	 0.710
	 0.715
	 0.705
	 0.6957500	 0.740
	 0.735
	 0.730
	 0.725
	 0.720	 0.715
	 0.705
Table 3-2. Full-Load Non-extraction Efficiencies for Noncondensing
Single-Automatic Extraction Steam Turbine
Main Pressure. psig
Rating, 150 200 250 300 400 600 650kW
0.8 pf Efficiency
2000 0.700 0.690 0.685 0.675 0.660 0.630 ----2500 0.710 0.705 0.695 0.690 0.675 0.645 0.6203000 0.720 0.715 0.705 0.700 0.690 0.660 0.635
3500 0.725 0.720 0.715 0.710 0.695 0.670 0.6504000 0.730 0.725 0.720 0.715 0.695 0.680 0.6605000 0.735 0.735 0.730 0.725 0.715 0.695 0.675
6000
	 0.740
	 0.735
	 0.735
	 0.730
	 0.725
	 0.705
	 0.6857500
	 0.745
	 0.740
	 0.740
	 0.735
	 0.730
	 0.715
	 0.700
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Table 3-3. Half-Load Factor for Condensing Single-Automatic
Extraction Steam Turbine
Rating, kW at 0.80 pf	 Factor, H
	
500	 0.590
62 5
750
	
1000	 0.585
1250
1500
	
2000	 0.580
2500
3000
	
3500	 0.575
4000
5000
	
6000	 0.570
7000
Table 3-4. Half-Load Factor for Noncondensing Single-Automatic
Extraction Steam Turbine
Rating, kW at 0.80 pf	 Factor, H
2000
	
2500	 0.630
3000
3500
	
4000	 0.625
5000
6000
	
7000	 0.620
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SECTION IV
LOADS AND ECONOMIC MODELS
A. ELECTRICAL AND STEAM LOADS MODEL
The primary function of a cogeneration system is to supply electricity and
thermal energy to the user. The energy supplied by the system is used for
meeting the needs of the application of the user. Depending on the user, the
application may vary, from an institutional user with electric lighting and hot
water/space heating application to an industrial user with electric furnaces
and thermal processes needing electricity and high temperature steam. However,
as far as the cogeneration system is concerned, all these applications represent
the electric and steam demand that should be supplied by the system. The
pressure and temperature of the steam needed for each application may be differ-
ent, depending on the user. In effect, the user is represented to the cogenera-
tion system as electric and steam load profiles with a specific value for the
steam pressure. In the computation of the performance of the cogeneration
system, hourly load profiles are commonly used.
A description of how to develop the load profiles of the user is given in
the section on methodology. That section describes how two load profiles can
be used for each month of the year to represent the load demand of the user for
the whole year. The two load profiles for each month are the working day
profile and non-working day profile. It is explained in Section II that the 	 4A
weather variation during each month is not very significant and one average
profile can be used to accurately represent all the days of the month. It is
also explained in Section II that because of the large difference in energy
usage between a working day and a non-working day, two separate average profiles
representing working and non-working days should be used. A total of 24 hourly
profiles are used to represent the electric demand of the user for the
whole year. Similarly, another 24 profiles are used to represent the steam 	 P
demand of the user for the whole year.
The manner in which the load profiles are read in the CELCAP code is shown
in Figure 4-1. Each hourly load profile is made up of 24 numbers representing
the demand at each hour of the day. A total of 24 profiles is used for electric
demand and another 24 for steam demand of the user. The cogeneration system
performance is computed on an hourly basis for a working day and a non-working
day for each month of the year. The results from this computation provide the
hourly performance and also the performance of the system on a daily basis.
The performance of the cogeneration system is computed using the daily totals;
the performance of the system on a monthly basis is computed by adding two
products. The first one is the product of number of the working days in the month
and the working day totals. The second is the product of number or the non-working
days and the non-working day totals. Similarly, the annual performance of the
cogeneration system is computed by adding all the monthly totals for the year.
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B. ECONOMIC MODEL
The function of the economic model in the cogeneration system model is to
calculate the various economic parameters needed for evaluating the cogeneration
system. The economic model used in the CELCAP code is based on the economic
evaluation procedure outlined in Section II. The model uses the
Input information on the economic parar^eters and calculates the monthly and
annual cost of operating the cogeneration system. In Figure 4-2, an overall
block diagram of the economic model is given. In the CELCAP code, the amount of
purchased electricity and fuel used for supplying the electric and thermal
needs of the user were first calculated. The monthly and annual costs of pro-
viding this energy to the user are then calculated using the input data on fuel
and purchased electric prices and other economic data.
The input data needed for computing the various economic parameters of the
cogeneration system are the following: (1) prices of various fuels used by the
prime movers in the system, (2) operation and maintenance costs of prime movers,
(3) purchased electricity rates, (4) escalation rates of fuel and purchased
electric costs and rates, and (S) discount rate. In the CELCAP code, the heat:
engine and the auxiliary boiler models calculate the amount of fuel needed to
generate electricity and steam to meet the user's demand. Also calculated in
the code is the amount of electricity purchased to meet the user's electric
demand that is not provided by the on-site power. The monthly totals of the
amounts of fuel and purchased electricity are used along with the input economic
data to calculate the monthly and annual costs. Also calculated with these
costs are the life-cycle operating costs of the prime movers, boiler, the
purchased electricity, and the total system. The life-cycle period and the
escalation rates provided in the input data are used for this purpose.
The economic model calculates the monthly, annual, and life-cycle operating
cost of running the cogeneration system to meet the user's electric and steam
demands. Several criteria are used for judging whether the cogeneration system
under consideration is cost effective or not. The first is the discounted SIR.
This is the ratio of savings in life-cycle operating cost due to the cogenera-
tion system under consideration compared with the existing system on-site to
the capital cost of installing the new system. For the candidate system to be
economically better than the existing system, the SIR should be greater than
one. The second criteria for judging the economic viability of the system is
the simple payback period. It is the ratio of savings in annual cost due to
operating the cogeneration system to the capital cost of installing the system.
Many institutional and commercial users have a maximum limit on this payback..
The calculated payback should be below the limit set by the users. The third
criteria is whether there are any alternative cogeneration options that have a
higher SIR and lower payback perioo.
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Read 24 hourly electric load for working
day for each month of the year
Read 24 hourly electric load for non-
working day for each month of the year
d
Read 24 hourly steam load for working
day for each month of the year
Read 24 hourly steam load for non-
working day for each month of the year
Compute the cogeneration System performance
for each of the above profiles
Compute the monthly total for each month
Total - (Number of working day * working day
total) + (Number of non-working day
* non-working day total)
Annual performance
® sum of the monthly totals
Figure 4-1, Block Diagram of the Load Model
s
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Read input data on fuel prices, electric
rate®, 08M rates, and escalation 	 and
discount rates
Compute the amount of fuel and purchased
electricity on monthly and annual basis
Compute the monthly and annual fuel costs,
purchased electric costs, 08M costs
Compute the life cycle operating costs of
the system using the escalation rates and
discount rates
x	 11
Figure 4-2. Overall Block Diagram of the Economic Model
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SECTION V
MODEL STRUCTURE AND FUNCTIONS
The CELCAP computer model is organised to calculate the performance of the
candidate cogeneration system. Using the input information on the candidate
cogeneration system and the user's energy demand, the model calculates the
performance of the candidate system. The output results from the model are the
energy performance numbers and the annual and life-cycle operating cost numbers.
These performance data are used along with the capital cost data of the system in
the evaluation of the candidate cogeneration system.
A. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE CELCAP MODEL
The CELCAP computer model can be subdivided into four phases of operation.
An overall block diagram of th y. CELCAP model is shown in Figure 5-1. In the
first phase, all the input data on the candidate cogeneration system and the
user's electrical and steam demands is read. In the second phase, all the
Input data are processed and a performance analysis of the engines and boiler is
made. Also carried out in this phase are the load analysis and the comparison
of the electric and thermal loads with the engine outputs. In the third phase of
operation, the model calculates the performance of the cogeneration system for
meeting the user's electrical and steam loads. In the fourth phase of the
operation, the model calculates the annual and life cycle operating costs of
the system. For this calcu ation, the performance results from the third phase
and the input dal:a on the energy escalation rates are used.
The input data provided to the CELCAP code can be divided into three parts:
(1) the data on the candidate cogeneration system, (2) the electric and steam
demand data of the user, and (3) data on the fuel and purchased electricity
costs, and the 0&M costs of the engines along with the escalation rates for all
these costs. A block diagram of the input data read in the CELCAP code is shown
In Figure 5-2. The input data on the candidate cogeneration system include
the information on the control mode, boiler feed water and steam temperatures,
number and type of engines, and the design and part load performance of the
engines. The second part of the input data consists of the electrical and steam
demand of the user. Hourly demand profiles of working day and neon-working day
for each month of the year are read. Also input here are the peak and off-peak
hours of working and non-working days of summer and winter months. The last
part of the input data includes the information on fuel and purchased electricity
prices, fixed and variable 0&M costs, maximum peak and off-peak purchased
electric demand, duration of plant construction and life of the plant, short
and long-term escalation rates for fuel, electricity, and 0&M costs, and the
discount rates.
The CELCAP model reads all the input
form that can be used in the performance
various steps in this part of the model i
calculates l;.he maximum electrical and ate
ambient conditions. For the gas turbine,
data and processes the data into a
calculation. A block diagram of the
s shown in Figure 5-3. The model
am outputs from each engine at the
the electrical output is calculated
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at the design and ambient conditions. For the auto-extraction steam turbine,
all the points needed to draw the performance map of the turbine are calculated.
After the limiting electrical and steam outputs of the engines are calculated,
the total electrical and •team outputs from all the engines in the candidate
system are computed. These totals are compared with the actual electric and
steam demands of the user. The candidate system operates to most the demand
according to the control mode chosen.
Three control modes are built into the CELCAP model so that the cogenera-
tion system can operate in any one of them. In the first control mode, all the
engines in the system operate at their full rated capacity. The total electrical
output is compared to the demand of the user. If the demand is lower than the
generated output, the excess electricity is sold to the utility. If the demand
Is higher then the generated electricity, the shortfall in electricity is made
up by purchasing it from the utility. A block diagram of the operation of the
system in this control mode is shown in Figure 5-4. As far as the steam is
concerned, if the demand is lower than that aoutrated, t1 ►e excess steam is
discarded. Any shortfall In the steam output is made up by the auxiliary
boiler. The auto-extraction steam turbine has a degree of flexibility in
controlling the amount of steam extracted at its rated electrical output. This
capability of the turbine is used, as much as possible, to match the steam
output and the demand.
In the second control mode, the engines follow the electrical load up to their
rated capacity. A block diagram of the performance calculation for this mode
is shown in Figure 5-5. If the electrical output is greater than the electrical
load, the peak engines are turned off. If the output is still larger than the
load, the engines are run at a fractional load factor equal to the ratio of the
load to the total rated cogeneration capacity. If the load is larger than the
total cogeneration capacity, but smaller than the sum of cogeneration and peak
capacity, then the fractional load factor is the ratio of the load to the sum
of cogeneration plus the peak engine capacities. The model calculates the total
amount of steam generated by the cogeneration system at this point and coamparla
it to the steam load. The remaining calculations are the same as those for the
first control mode explained earlier.
In the third control mode of operation, the engines are run in such a way
that they follow the steam load up to their rated capacity. A block diagram of
the operation of the various engines and boilers is shown in Figure 5-6. In
this control mode the first step is to compare the total maximum steam output
of all the engines with the actual load. If the steam produced is larger than
the load, then the engines are run at the fractional load factor given by the
ratio of the steam load to the total steam generating capacity of the system.
If the steam load is larger than the available steam, then the auto-extraction
steam turbine is modulated and the auxiliary boiler is used to meet the short-
fall in the steam. The next step is to compare the electrical load with the
total electric output. If the load is smaller than the total output, the peak
engines are shut off. If the load is still smaller, the auto-extraction turbine
Is modulated to lower the electrical output while keeping the extracted steam
the same level. If the load is still smaller, the excess electricity is sold
to the utility.
r
}
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The performance of the system for the specified control mode is calculated
on an hourly basis. First, the system performance is calculated for all the
input load profiles for the year. This is followed by the calculation of the
annual costs. In the calculation of the annual costs, the monthly costs are
first computed. This is done by computing the cost for the representative
working day and the non-working day of the month first, and then multiplying
these costs by they appropriate number of working and non-working days of the
month. These costs include the fuel coats, purchased electricity costs, and
O&M costs. Also added to the monthly costs are electric demand charge and the
fixed 08M costs. The annual cost is obtained by summing up the monthly costs
for the year. The life-cycles operating costs are calculated using the annual
cost, the present year, the year the installation is complete, and the life-
cycle period of the system.
The CBLCAP model has two modes for printing the results of the performance
calculation. The first made is called the brief printout mode. In this mode
the following summary results are printed: important information from the input
data, the monthly annual summary data on the fuel consumption and electricity
generated by each engine, alectrtcity purchased, annual fuel and 06M costs for
each engine, and the component and total life cycle operating costs for each year
of the life cycle period. The second printing mode is called the detailed
printout mode. In this mode, the hourly peformance calculations are printed
In addition to the summary results. These include the design electrical output
and exported steam for each engine in the system; electrical and steam load
for working and non-working days of each month; maximum hourly total output and
fuel consumption of the cogeneration plant for each month of the year; and
steam exported (transported out), auxiliary boiler fuel consumption, and pur-
chased electricity numbers for working days and non-working days for each month
of the year. Also in the detailed printout is the hourly plot of steam and
electric demand and production of working and non-working days for each month
of the year.
Be DESCRIPTION OF PRINCIPAL FUNCTIONS
The CF.LCAP model has several units within its structure that have specific
functions. The major units in the model relate to the input data, load analysis,
control mode, the engine performance calculation, and the cost escalation calcu-
lations. All these units have specific roles in the overal: "ELCAP model and
are needed for the evaluation of a cogeneration system. The organization and
description of these models are given in Sections II, III, and IV. Also given
In these sections are the block diagrams of the models of these units.
The input data model is organized to read all the input data that is
required for the evaluation of the candidate cogeneration system. This unit
reads the data on various engine performance numbers, conditions of the steam
generated, user's energy demand, and the economin parameters. Through the use
of this unit, the CELCAP model can easily evali, ,.te different cogeneration options
for a given user. All that is needed for this, 18 to change the input data on
the engines. Similarly, different users can be evaluated for a given cogenera-
tion system by merely changing the input data on the user's electrical and steam
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"R	 demand. By changPng the input data on economic parameters, various fuel price
and escalation rate scenarios can be evaluated for the candidate system. The
Input data unit has a provision for specifying the control mode in which the
system can operate.
The load analysis unit of the CELCAP model processes the input data. Here 	 +,
the actual limiting electrical an.: steam outputs are calculated. The total
.,
	
	 electrical and steam outputs are compared with the actual loads. Depending on
the control mode chosen, the CELCAP model simulates the operation of the system
accordingly and calculates the performance.
	 • x
The CELCAP model has provisions for evaluating the candidate cogeneration
operating in three different control modes. These three control modes are des-
cribed earlier in this report. There are three procedures built in the CELCAP
model so that the system calk be operated according to the control mode desired.
The control modes deal with how the engines in the system operate to produce
electricity and steam. The three control modes are (1) engines operating at
their full capacity, (2) engines operating in a mode where they follow the steam
ioaa up to Lheir capacity, and (3) engines operating in a mode where they
fallow electrical load up to their capacity. The function of this provision in
the CELCAP model is to make sure that the most efficient way of operating the
system can be explore d, For instance, a specific cogeneration system,
operating at full capacity, may be more efficient than operating in the steam
following control mode, whereas !°or some other system the situation may be
reversed.
1
t'
t
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Input data on the	 Input data on the
candidate cogeneration	 user's electric and
system	 I	 I	 steam demand
Process all the input data, perform
load analysis, and compare the loads
to engines output
Calculate the performance of the
system for meeting the user's demand
Calculate the annual and life cycle
operating costs of the system for
meeting the user's demand
Figure 5-1. Overall Block Diagram of the CE1.CAP Computer Model
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Read the data on:
Control mode,
auxiliary boiler,
number and type of engines
Read the design and part
load data on:
the engines specified in
the previous block
Read: Hourlyelectric and steam demand of
the user for 2 days/month for 12 months,
peak and off-peak hours
Read the data on the fuel
prices, 0&M costs, utility
rates and escalation rates
Figure 5-2. Block Diagram of the Input Data Unit in the CELCAP Model
Calculate the performance
of all the engines
0.- Gas
turbine in
the system
oo' Diesel
engine in
the system
extraction
turbine in
System ,
0
,ack-pressur
turbine in
system
Gas turbine model:
Yes 	 calculate electric and steam
output at design point, and
at ambient conditions
Yes	 Diesel engine model:
calculate electric &
steam output of the engine
Single auto-extraction turbine
Yes	 model:
Calculate perf. map of turbine
-max throttle flow at rated
power, max & minimum extraction
steam at rated power, etc.
back-pressure turbine model
Yes
	 calculate max throttle
steam & export steam at
Perform load analysis:
calculate total electric and
steam output from all the
Compare the total 	 Go to appropriate^^-I
limiting output of the	 engine calculation
engines to the actual	 model based on control
load	 mode
Figure 5-3. Block Diagram of the Load Analysis Unit in the CELCAP Model
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Figure 5-4. Block Diagram of Performance Calculation in the
	 }
CELCAP Model for the Control Made in Which the
Engines Operate at Their Full Capacity
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Figure 5-5. Block Diagram of Performance Calculations in the CELCAP
Model for the Control Mode in Which the Engines Follow
Electrical Load up to Their Capacity
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Figure 5-6. Block Diagram of the Performance Calculation in
the CELCAP Model for the Control Mode in Which
the Engines Follow Steam Load Up to Their Capacity
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Based on the hourly performance
calculation, compute the fuel costs,
O&M costs, purchased electricity cost	 j
for working and non-working day for
for each month
iY
Compute the monthly costs by multiplying	 f
the above by appropriate number of
working and non-working days in the	 j
month and add fixed monthly cost to
this
Compute the life cycle operating costs
using the life cycle period, escalate
the annual cost components and then., s
discount them back to present worth.
1
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Figure 5-7. Block Diagram of the Economic Calculations
Used in the CEbCAP Model
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SECTION VI
MODEL APPLICATIONS
There is a wide range of applications where the CELCAP model can be used
for evaluating the cogeneration systems. Some of the applications where it
has been successfully used are (1) selection of cogeneration system capacity
for a Naval center, (2) modification of the on-site cogeneration system at a
Naval base, (3) optimizing the operation of a cogeneration system at a Marine
Corps base, (4) evaluating the effects of fuel switching on the operating cost of
a cogeneration system, and (5) effect of changing the steam distribution
system on the operating cost of the cogeneration plant.
In one of the earliest studies using the CELCAP model, Cooper examined
the cogeneration options for the Naval hospital at Beaufort, South Carolina.
He evaluated cogeneration options consisting of one and two gas turbines and
one and two diesel engines. In another study, Lee and Cooper (Reference 5)
used the CELCAP model to evaluate the cogeneration system at a Naval base for
an air-conditioning switch-over from absorption type to electric type during
the summer months. Three detailed examples of the CELCAP model applications
are described in this section. These are (1) cogeneration system selection,
(2) cogeneration system modification, and (3) cogeneration system optimization.
A. COGENERATION SYSTEM FELECT10N
In this category of applications, the CELCAP model is used for selecting
the optimum type and capacity for the cogeneration system for a user's facil-
ity. This may be an existing facility without a cogeneration system or one
to be constructed. Lee (see Referenc^ 7) used the CELCAP model to evaluate
the cogeneration potential at the Naval Construction Battalion Center, Port
Hueneme, California. The cogeneration options he examined were single and
multiple combinations of gas turbines with waste heat boilers with a total
capacity of 1500 to 5600 kW and single and multiple combinations of diesel
engines with waste heat boilers with a total capacity of 2000 kW to 5000 W.
Lee evaluated all these options for the existing electric and steam loads at
the facility and recommended the ones that had the shortest payback periods.
Table 6-1 is a list of all the cogeneration options Lee evaluated in his
study. Typical schematics of the cogeneration system are shown in Figure 6-1
for the gas turbine arrangement and Figure 6­2 for the diesel engine arrange-
ment. The data on the engine performance that were required to be input to the
CELCAP model are shown in Tables 6-2 and 6-3 for gas turbine and diesel
engines, respectively. The hourly profiles of electric and steam demands of
the facility for typical winter and summer months are shown in Figures 6-3
and 6-4. The data on fuel and purchased electricity prices, operation and
maintenance costs of various engines, and the various escalation rates are
shown in Table 6-4. All these data are required by the CELCAP model to cal-
culate the annual and life-cycle operating costs of the various cogeneration
6-1
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options. Using the capital cost data on the engines shown in Table 6-5, Lee
computed the payback periods and SIR numbers for all the cogeneration op-
tions. The economic results of this evaluation are shown in Tables 6-6 and 6-7
for several cogeneration options involving gas turbines and diesel engines.
Lee recommended the best cogeneration option based on the results shown in
Table 6-S.
B. COGENERATION SYSTEM MODIFICATION STUDIES
In this type of application, the CELCAP model is used for evaluating the
modifications on an existing cogeneration syst-^m. The modifications can be
major ones such as replacing all the existing engines with new engines of
different type and capacity or minor ones such as switching the fuel used in
boilers from natural gas to fuel oil. In a study on the cogeneration options
for a Naval base, Birur (see Reference 11) used the CELCAP model to evaluate
several modifications on the existing cogeneration system at the base. Based
on this evaluation, Birur made recommendations on the modifications that had
the lowest operating costs.
The existing cogeneration system at the base consists of three auto-
extraction steam turbines and four boilers. A schematic of the existing steam
is shown in Figure 6-5. The steam Turbines T3, T4, and T5 generate 3.5 MW,
S MW, and 4 MW, respectively. All the steam turbines exhaust to condensers at
1 1/2 in. Hga. The steam is extracted from Turbines T3 and T5 at 200 prig,
whereas it is extracted at 5 prig from Turbine T4. The 200-prig extracted
steam is exported from the power plant to the various buildings on the base
through the base steam distribution system.
Several cogeneration arrangements were evaluated for the base using
the CELCAP model. A list of these arrangements is shown in Table 6-9. Some
of 'these arrangements are modifications on the existing system while others
are new systems consisting of completely new engines. All these options
were evaluated for two steam distribution pressures - 200 psig and 125 psig.
The data on the engines in the existing system are shown in Table 6-10. The
data for the new engines are shown in Tables 6-11 and 6-12. The fuel and
purchased electricity prices, 0&M costs, and their escalation rates are shown
in Table 6-13.
I
These data were used along with the hourly electric and steam demand pro-
files of the base to evaluate the performance of the various cogeneration
arrangements. In Table 6-14 the results of this evaluation are shown for a few
cogeneration options. Using the capital cost of the new equipment needed for
the options, the payback period and the SIR ratio are calculated. This result
Is shown in Table 6-15 for some of the cogeneration options.
C. COGENERATION SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION
In this type of application, the CELCAP model is used for performing
optimization studies on the operations of an existing cogeneration system. A
cogeneration system with several engines has a wide flexibility in operation.
4M
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AApart from the choice of running or not running an engine at any given hour, 	 #
the number of engines to be run can also be varied. The ratio of electric-to-
steam loads and purchased electricity prices also dictates, to some extent, the
efficient way of running the on-site engines. Because of these multiple system
options, the ideal choice is not clear. The CELCAP model, through its ability
to simulate the operation of the cogeneration system, can provide optimization
studies leading to optimum plant operation. An example of such a study is
given below.
The CELCAP model was used to perform an optimization study on a coganer-
ation system at a Marine base in South Carolina. The existing system at the
base consisted of three auto-extraction steam turbine/generators of 1000 kW
each, three boilers supplying steam for the turbines, and one auxiliary boiler.
A schematic of the system is shown in Figure 6-6. The cogeneration system
supplies the electricity and steaw to meet the demand of the base. While all
of the steam supplied is generated on-site, some of the electricity supplied by
the cogeneration system is purchased from the local utility company. The
electric demand of the base is mainly for lighting, small machinery, and air-
conditioning needs. The steam demand of the base is for the space and water
heating, cooking, and absorption air-conditioning needs. The two major objec-
tives of the optimization study were to examine the impact on the operating
cost of the system due to changing (1) the purchase/generation ratio for elec-
tricity, and (2) the ratio of absorption air conditioning to electric air
conditioning.
Four e,igine arrangement options were considered for the evaluation. The
first, second, and third arrangements consisted of three, two, and one engine(e),
respectively. The fourth arrangement did not have. any engine at all. In all
these options, only one turbine was used in the extraction mode and run all
hours year round. Depending on the arrangement, the second and third turbines
were run as peaking units in the daytime during summer months. Each of these
cogeneration options was evaluated for several cases of peak-hour operations.
The electric and steam load data of the base for five ratios of absorption-to-
electric air conditioning were constructed and the cogeneration options were
evaluated for all the air-conditioning ratios.
In Figures 6-7 and 6-8, electric and steam demand profiles for a typical
working day in March are shown. Typical results from the evaluation are shown
In Table 6-16 for the case of the two-turbine arrangement of the cogeneration
system. The results from the evaluation were carefully analyzed to select the
most ecc-..omical cogeneration system for the base. The results also show the
best ratio of absorption to electric air conditioning for the selected cogen-
eration option.
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Table 6-1. Cogeneration Options Evaluated
1,
Concept 1 Gas Turbine-Generators With Waste Heat Recovery Boilers
Option 1G: Three 500-kW gas turbine generator sets
Option 2G: Two 800 -kW gas turbine generator sets
Option 3G: Three 800 -kW gas turbine generator sets
Option 4G: One 2800-kW gas turbine generator set
Option 5G: Two 2800 -kW gas turbine generator sets
Concept 2 Diesel Generator Sets with Waste Heat Recovery Boilers
Option 1D: Two 1000-kW diesel generators
Option 2D: Three 1000-kW diesel generators
Option 3D • One 2500-kW diesel generators
Option 4D: Two 2500-kW diesel gent- ators
Option 5D: One 4000-kW diesel generators
9
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Table 6-2. Design Point Data For Gas Turbines and Diesel Engines
(a) Gas Turbines
Rated Standard Standard Fuel Air,
Capacity, Pressure, Temperature, Flow, Flow,
Gas Turbine	 kW psis OF Btu/h lbm/h
Garrett	 515 14.7 59 8,250,000 28,050
1E831-800
Solar Saturn	 800	 14.7	 59	 13,000,000	 49,1590
GSC-4000
Solar Centaur	 2,780	 14.7	 59	 39,052,631	 138,036
(b) Diesel Engines
Fuel Consumption,	 Exhaust Gas	 Total
	
Rated	 Btu/h	 Temperature,°F	 Exhaust
Diesel Engine Capacity, 	 Full	 Partial	 Full	 Partial	 Flow,
	
kW	 Load	 Load	 Load	 Load	 lbm/h
Cummins	 1000	 8,400,000	 N/A	 925	 N/A	 14,062
KTA-3067-CC
}4
f
Cooper-Bessemer 2480 23,560,000 	 17,632,000	 810	 763	 420840
KSV 450, 16 cyl	 (3/4 load)
Cooper-Bessemer 4130 38,608,000 	 29,184,000	 900	 850	 62,032
(3/4 load)
'f
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Table 6-3. Energy Price, 06M Costs, and Escalation Rates
Electrical Power:
(based on current schedule No. TOU-8 of Southern California Edison Company)
Customer Charge, $/month 	 560.00
Fuel Adjustment Charge, $/kWh 	 0.0540
Demand Charge. $/kW 	 Energy Charge. $/kWh
On-Peak	 4.05	 0.01256
Mid-Peak	 0.65	 0.00919
Off-Peak	 0.00	 0.00583
Daily time periods based on Pacific Standard Time are defined as follows:
On-peak:	 12:00 noon to 6:00 p.m., summer weekdays except holidays
Mid-peak:	 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon and 6:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. summer
weekdays except holidays
Off-peak:	 All other hours
Summer months: May to October
: . I A
1
	11 
"1
Boiler Fuel:
Natural Gas
	 $3.96/MBtu
	 i	 s
O#nM Costs:
Natural Gas Fired Boilers:
Waste Heat Recovery Boilers:
Gas Turbine/Generators:
Diesel Engine Generators:
$1.35 per thoueand pounds of steam generated
$1.10 per thousand pounds of steam generated
$4.00 per MWH power generated
$13.00 per MWH power generated
The boiler efficiencies for the existing and new boilers were estimated to be 68%
and 58%, respectively.
6-14
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Table 6-3. Energy Price, O&M Costs, and Escalation Rates (Cont'd)
Escalation Rates during Present
Worth Factor
1982-1985 1990-2010 1985-2010
Natural Gas 14.0 810 20.050
Electricity 13.0 7.0 18.049
0&M 5.6 0.0 9.524
Discount Rate 10%
DOE RATES
DOE Region 9: Industrial Sector)
Escalation Rates during	 Present
Worth Factor
1982-1985	 1990-2010	 1985-2010	 1985-2010
Natural Gas
	
8.87	 -0.77	 0.98	 15.93
Electricity	 5.29	 -0.53	 -0.91	 13.40
0&Ma	 	 0	 0
Discount Rate	 7%
Modified DOE Rates, %, for CELCAP Input
Escalation Rates during 	 Present
Worth Factor
1982-1985	 1985-2010	 1985-2010
Natural Gas 8.87	 -0.10	 11.952
Electricity 5.29	 -1.15	 10.886
O&Ma 0.0	 0.0	 12.061
Discount Rate 7%
aEstimated
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Table 6-7. Comparison of the Economics of the Cogeneration Concepts
Total Annual Simple Payback
Option, Case No. Dollar Savings SIR E/C Period, yr
Gas Turbine Concepts Using NAVFAC Rates
2800 kW (4G) 6290000 8.34 55.4 2.1
3 x 500 kW (1G) 460,000 5.96 45.2 2.9
2 x 800 kW (2G) 4440000 5.33 38.2 3.2
3 x 800 kW (3G) 4099000 2.55 12.8 6.5
2 x 2800 kW (5G) 5239000 2.26 -0.3 6.9
Diesel Engine Concepts Using NAVFAC Rates
2 x 1000 kW (1D) 	 436,000
3 x 1000 kW (2D)	 733,000
2500 kW (3D)	 462,000
4000 kW (5D)	 922,000
2 x 2500 kW (4D)	 1,0629000
11.6 95.9 1.7
8.90 63.4 2.2
7.40 52.7 2.6
6.64 26.5 3.0
6.07 11.7 3.2
Note: For any option to be qualified for a valid military construction project,
the following criteria need to be met:
(1) SIR greater than one when calculated per NAVFAC P-442.
(2) Minimum required DOD energy SIR ratio (E/C) of at least 16 for FY85.
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Table 6-8. List of Cogeneration Arrangements Evaluated
Options with the existing steam ,distribution aystem:
1. The existing cogeneration system with steam Turbines T4 and
T5 (T5 operating as a base unit at 2000 W.
2. A system with Turbine T3 only.
3. A system with a back-pressure turbine (200 psi& exhaust
pressure) replacing Turbine T4, and with Turbines T3 and
T5 operating.
4. A system with a back-pressure turbine only (exhaust pressure
200 psig).
Options with the steam distribution system converted to 125 psig:
1. A system with Turbine T5 (at output limited to 3500 kW) and
a 7000-kW back-pressure steam turbine. 	
A N
2. A system with steam Turbine T3 (extraction pressure of 125
psig and exhaust pressure of 20 in. Hga).
F
3. Options A(3) and A(4) with an exhaust pressure of 125 prig.	
'f
4. Options A(5) with gas turbine exhaust boiler pressure of 125
	
i,
prig.
Table 6-9. Characteristics of the Steam Turbines
and Boilers in the Existing System
Item	 Description
Turbine 3,	 3500 kW, 600 paig, 725°F inlet;
Manufactured 1944	 1-1/2 inch Hga exhaust; 210 paig and 4 psig
extraction
Turbine 4,	 4000 kW, 180 psig, 480°F inlet;
Manufactured 1940	 1-1/2 inch Hga exhaust and 5 psig extraction
Turbine 5,	 5000 kW, 600 psig, 750°F inlet;
Manufactured 1940	 1-1/2 inch Hga exhaust and 200 psig extraction
Boilers 1, 2, and 3	 76,000 lb/h capacity at 625 psig, 750°F
Boiler 5	 80,000 lb/h capacity at 625 psig, 750°F
M^ r y
L -^
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Table 6-10. Characteristics of Back-Pressure Steam Turbines
Throttle steam	 Exhaust Steam
Rated Capacity,	 condition,	 condition,	 Steam Rate, lb/kWh
kW	 prig/ °F 	 Pbig /*F 	 Full load	 Ralf load
15,000 600/750 200/510 37.0 44.0
10,000 600/750 200/510 38.0 45.0
7 0 500 600/750 200/510 39.0 46.0
5 000 600/750 200/510 40.0 47.0
3,000 600/750 200/510 42.0 48.0
15,000 600/750 125/410 27.0 31.0
10,000 600/750 125/410 27.5 31.5
7,500 600/750 125/410 28.0 32.0
5,000 600/750 125/410 29.0 33.0
3,000 600/750 125/410 30.0 34.0
750 600/750 125/410 34.0 39.0
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Table 6-11. Characteristics of Gas Turbines
Rated Standard Standard
Gas Turbine CappsityP, Pressure, Temperature, Fuel Flow, Air Flow,
psia OF 103 lb/h 103 lb/h
General Electric 18,900 14.7 59 252,000 767
G5261
General Electric 100150 14.7 59 138,550 408
G3142
Solar Mars 7,400 14.7 59 81,900 H8
Allison 3,338 14.7 59 42,759 132
501-KB
Solar 2,780 14.7 59 39,053 138
Centaur
J
^*
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Table 6-12. Energy Price, 0&M Costa, and Escalation Rates
m;
` z T
« Fuel.
Fuel Oil:	 $7.50/MBtu, current cost (base)
$6.00/MBtu, 20% reduction over the base
n	 $9.00/MBtu, 20% increase over the base
Electricity
Energy charge:
	 $0.0372/kWh
Demand charge:
	 WNW, Minimum charge of $12,000 for first
10,000 kW or less
Fuel adjustment Charge: 	 $0.05/kWh
0&M
Boilers	 $1.00/1000 lb steam generated
Gas Turbines	 $4.00/1000 kWh power generated
Steam turbines	 $2.00/1000 kWh power generated
Escalation Rates
DOE escalation rates (for industrial region 1, discount factor ® 7%)
Mid-1981 Mid-1985 PWF
to to Beyond 1981 to
Mid-1985 Mid-1990 1990 2011
Electricity 5.27% -1.94% -4.07% 11.81
Fuel Oil 2.51% 2.69% 6.39% 17.79
i
f
i
Modified 1983 DOE Rates
Short term Long term PWF
1983-1986 1986-2011 1986-2011
Electricity 0.045 -0.038 8.92
Fuel oil 0.026 0.053 20.49
0&Ma 0.000 0.000 12.06
aEstimated.
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Table 6-14.	 Estimated Capital Costs for Back-Pressure $team
Turbines and Gas Turbines in 1983
Capacity, Eetimateda
► ' kW Cost, 61,000
Back-pressure steam turbines 15,000 8,750
10,000 7,000
7,500 5,950
5,000 4,750
3,000 3,750
750 2;000
Gas turbines 18,900 11,500
10,150 8,400
7,400 6,250
3,338 3,000
2,780 2,750
aTotal installed cost.
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Table 6-15. Economics of the Cogeneration Options with Existing Turbine
Combinations for the Modified Distribution System
Ratio of
Energy saved
Annual LCOC to Simple
Savings$ , Savingsa , Cost Capital cost, Payback,
Systems $1000 $1000 $1000 SIR MBtu/$1000 yr
T3 only 3230 7:x.110 4900 14.9 86 115
T5 with 750 kW
BP turbine 1520 33410 6900 4.8 43 4.5
T3 + T5 with
3 MW BP turbine 1260 -15140 8650 b 71 b
T3 + T5 with
5 MW BP turbine -1220 -14490 9650 b 64 b
T3 + T5 with
7.5 MW BF turbine
	
-1180 -13980 10850 b 58 b
OFor the baseline case (T3 only): Annual cost . $14,750,000;
life cycle cost . $224,930,000.
Negative values.
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Table 6-16. Results for Various Air ConAltioning Combination* for
the Two Turbine Cogeneration System with
Fuel Price of $5.85/MBtu and DOD Escalation Ratesa
Configuraf;lon Case I Case 11 Case III Case IV Case V
(Ref.)b
Performance	 ABS A/C j Tons 1410 0 705 2115 2820
Parameter	 ELEC. A/C, Tons 3420 4830 4125 2715 2010
Annual fuel cost, 4,976 4,755 4o852 5,085 5,193
$1000
Annual purchased
electricity, MWh 32,370 33,690 33*030 31 0 720 31,060
Tot4l annual operating cost, 79255 7,160 7j191 70305 7,357
$1000
Annual operating cost 0 95 64 -50 -102
savings, $1000c
Simple piayback, yrc N/A 14.8 11.0 N/A N/A
i
LIFE CYCLE PARAMETERS:
Life cycle operating cost
(LCOC), million dollars
LCOC savings,d
million dollars
	
137.4	 135.2	 136.0	 138.5	 139.6
	
0.0	 2.2	 1.4	 -1.1	 -2.2
Savings to investment
	
N/A	 1.6	 2.0	 N/A	 N/A
aDOD rates - escalation rate for electricity is 0.0700, and for fuel is 0.0800;
discount rate is 0.10.
bWith the existing capacities for electric (3420 tons) and absorption (1410 tons)
air conditioning.
cBa9ed on a replacement cost of $100/ton of air conditioning (both absorption and
electric air conditioning)
dCompared to the reference case.
4^'
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ASECTION VII
FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS ON THE COGENERATION ANALYSIS PROGRAM
The CELCAP program is presently set up to analyse a cogeneration system
consisting of gas turbines, diesel engines, and steam turbines. In this present
form, the input information consists of hourly slactric and steam loads, engine
performance data, and economic parameters on fuel and electricity. The output
from the program consists of the amounts of hourly electricity and steam generated
and purchased, operating costs of the total system, and life -cycle operating
costs of various equipment and the total system.
The following improvements are suggested for CELCAP:
(1) Life-Cycle C^ ostts Calcule• tons. In the present version of CELCAP only
the operating costs annua + operating and life-cycle operating costs)
are calculated. As an improvement to the propram, the capital cost
of the equipment should be included so that life-cycle costs of the
cogeneration system can be calculated in the program.
(2) Beat Lngine. Operation. In the present version of CELCAP, in certain
modes operation of the cogeneratioa system, the engines in the system
will all be operating at part-load conditions. Improvements to
CELCAP should include some logic that would make it joasible for the
engines to operate at full capacity before the next eug' : ne is turned
on.
(3) Electric Rate Structure. The electricity rate information is provided
to the program as input data in the present version of CELCAP.
However, the format of this input data in CELCAP currently does not
allow a complex rate structure to be included. The only way this can
be included in the program is by changing several statements in the
program itself. Improvements should be made in CELCAP so that more
complex electric rate structures can be accommodated in input data
Itself.
(4) Diesel Engine Model. The model of the diesel engine included in the
present version of CELCAP uses only two data points for interpolating
the part-load performance. The improvements on this model should
include providing more data points on the part-load performance and
the use of polynomial expressions for interpolating the part-load
performance.
t
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